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ABSTRACT 

Although empathy has been studied extensively,the focus has been on trained 

empathy and interpersonal skill acquisition,rather than basic empathy.The purpose of 

this study was to explore the relationships among basic empathy,self-awareness,and 

learning styles ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students. This study examined basic empathy 

as a multidimensional construct and intrapersonal process.A middle-range theory of 

basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles derived from the personal system of 

King's General Systems Framework was tested.A descriptive cross-section correlational 

design was used to test the hypothesis: There are relationships among basic empathy,self-

awareness,and learning styles ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students. 

A convenience sample of380 participants selected from eight different National 

League for Nursing accredited baccalaureate nursing programs in two southeastern states, 

volunteered to complete the Hogan Empathy Scale(HES),the Emotional Empathic 

Tendency Scale(EETS),the revised Private Self-Consciousness subscale,the revised 

Public Self-Consciousness subscale,and the Learning Styles Questionnaire(LSQ)along 

with a personal information form.The scores onthe HES,EETS,revised Private and 

revised Public Self-Consciousness subscales,and theLSQ were correlated using 

canonical correlation analysis. 

The findings ofthis study provide initial supportfor the relationships 

hypothesized by the middle-range theory derived from the theory ofpersonal system 

empathy.The first canonical variate explained 19.7% ofthe variance and indicated that 



students who reported higher levels ofself-awareness and who were less theoretical and 

less pragmatic in their learning styles had higher levels ofbasic empathy.Psychosocial 

factors accounted for a small percentage ofthe total variance.Previous training,previous 

education,or both previous training and education in counseling skills,human 

relationships skills,and counseling skills had no significantrelationship to basic empathy. 

Implications for nursing education include emphasis in the curriculum on 

students' intrapersonal development ofbasic empathy.Further research on basic empathy 

is suggested and further testing ofthe nursing theory ofpersonal system empathy and the 

middle-range theory ofbasic empathy is indicated. Additional recommendations for 

future research include instrument developmentto measure basic empathy as a nursing 

phenomenon.The findings ofthis study begin to provide the basis for the development of 

such an instrument. 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

In a nurse-clientinteraction,empathy is more than saying the appropriate words; 

it is also afeeling within a person that provides understanding ofothers.However,most 

nursing studies have focused only onthe training and learning ofempathic behaviors and 

skills(Clay,1984;Cox,1989;Femald,1995;Friedrich,Lively& Schacht,1985; 

Henderson,M.C.,1989;Hills&Knowles,1983;Hodges,S.A.,1991;Kalisch,1971; 

Keefe,T.,1979;Kirk&Thomas,1982;LaMonica,1983;LaMonica,Carew,Winder, 

Haase&Blanchard,1976;LaMonica&Karshmer,1978;LaMonica,Wolf,Madea,& 

Oberst,1987;Layton,1979;Norris,1986;Peloquin,1995;Reynolds&Presly,1988; 

Vinton&Harrington,1994;Yoimg-Mason,1991).Furthermore,although the importance 

ofempathy in nurse-patient interactions has been discussed extensively in the literature 

overthe past40 years(Forsyth,1979;Gould,1990;Kalisch,1973;Pareek,1980), 

problemsin conceptualizing empathy and methodological problems have resulted in 

conflicting fmdings(Forsyth,1980;Gagan,1983;Hardin&Halaris, 1983;LaMonica, 

1981;Olsen,1991;Randoms,1995).Someresearchers have even questioned the 

conceptual fitofempathyfor nursing(Diers, 1990;Gordon,M.,1983;Morse,J. 

M.,Anderson,Bottorff,Yonge,O'Brien,Solberg,&Mcllveen,1992;Morse,J. M., 

Bottorff,Anderson,O'Brien,& Solberg,1992;Pike,1990). Others(Alligood,1992; 

Reynolds,1987)have reviewed these studies and proposed that inappropriate instruments 
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may have contributed to these confusing and conflicting findings.Although manyof 

these studies have reported increases in empathy levels with training,none havefound 

evidence ofsustained effects ofsuch training,even as early as six months posttraining 

(Daniels,Denny,&Andrews,1988;Evans,Wilt,Alligood,& O'Neil,1998;Herbek& 

Yammarino,1990;LaMonica,1983;Thomson,Hassenkamp,&Mansbridge,1997). 

, To address these issues,Alligood(1992)discussed the importance ofrecognizing 

two types ofempathy:basic and trained. While basic empathy was defined asa universal 

human trait,trained empathy was defined as a clinical skill state. Although other nurse 

researchers had identified differenttypes ofempathy,they assumed thatthese types were 

related.Forexample,Zderad(1969)distinguished between a natural empathic capacity 

and a clinical empathic process which she described asa skill developed by using one's 

natural empathic capacity. Also,Alligood was able to demonstrate that many authors 

firom several disciplines have acknowledged two types.She proposed that basic empathy 

was different firom trained empathy and suggested further studies be conducted for 

theoretical clarification ofboth types.A recentstudy supported the two types ofempathy 

and the researchersrecommended that measurementofempathy be based upon this 

differentiation(Evans et al., 1998).In addition,those researchersrecommended that 

studentnurses' basic empathy levels be determined prior to teaching empathic 

communication skills. Findings fi-om a phenomenologicalstudy by Baillie(1996)also 

supportthe two types ofempathy.Nurse participants in this study reported that nurses' 

empathy built on their natural ability to empathize.Also,they stressed the importance of 

the feeling aspectofempathy.However,the significant aspectofAlligood's proposal is 
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notthatthere aretwotypes,butrather,the pointis that nursing hasfocused onthe wrong 

type. Mostauthors had merely acknowledged the trait(basic empathy)and then directed 

their attention to the state(trained empathy).Perhapsthe mostsignificantimplication of 

Alligood's proposal oftwo types is the change in emphasisfrom trained empathy to basic 

empathy.This shifts the focus from interpersonal skill acquisition to intrapersonal 

development. While thefocus ofempathy studies has been on the trained type and 

interpersonal process,there is ample supportforthe developmentofnew approaches 

whichfocus on basic empathy and the intrapersonal process. Therefore,this study 

acknowledgesthe sigmficance ofAlligood's work with a purpose ofdeveloping an 

understanding ofthe nature ofthe intrapersonal traitofbasic empathy. 

In addition to the two types ofempathy,a multidimensional conceptualization of 

empathy has also been proposed by various researchers(Bennett,1995;Davis,M.H., 

1979,1983a;Deutsch&Madle,1975;Feshbach,1975;Gladstein,1983;Mielke,1988; 

Nathanson,1986;Williams,C.A.,1990).Different dimensions ofempathy are 

considered as an interdependent,interactive system in which each dimension influences 

the other and can only beimderstood when other dimensions are considered(Davis,M. 

H.,1979).Other researchers(Marshall,W.L.,Hudson,Jones,&Fernandez,1995)view 

empathy as an unfolding staged process with each stage involving both emotional and 

cognitive dimensions.Moststudies have focused on one dimension and only recently has 

more than one dimension been studied. Wheeler and Barrett(1994)recommended that 

several measures ofempathy be administered and some authors have used two 

instruments to measure empathy(Koch,1991;Marshall,W.L.&Marie,1996).In the 
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presentstudy,a multidimensional approach wasaddressed by using two trait instruments 

to measure basic empathy. 

Empathy and self-awareness are viewed as integralto therapeutic relationships 

and are related positively to client and nurse outcomes such as satisfaction with nursing 

care(Holt-Ashley,1987),increased self-concept(Williams,C.L.,1979),decreased 

patient distress(LaMonica et al., 1987;Reid-Ponte,1992),behavioral changes(Krikorian 

&Paulanka,1982),and patient perceived empathy and patient distress(Olson,1995). 

However,while the conceptofempathy has been discussed for many years,the concept 

ofself-awareness is relatively newin nursing literature(Rawlinson,1990).The 

discussion ofself-awareness is primarily descriptive in nature andfocuses on the 

developmentofself-awareness and facilitation ofthat development(Bumard,1984,1986, 

1988;Jerome&Ferraro-McDuffie,1992;Keighley,1988;McGoran,1978;Nealon, 

1993;Rawlinson,1990).Nurse educators have recognized the importance ofself-

awareness and have incorporated it into the curriculum,but methodsofteaching self-

awareness have been called into question(Bumard,1984,1988;Cook,1999). Although 

self-awareness has been suggested as an important antecedentto understanding other 

people(Brooks,1995;Bumard,1984;Jay,1995;Jerome&Ferraro-McDufBe,1992; 

Smith,C.,1995),little is known about it or its relationship to other variables becausefew 

empirical studies have been conducted.Therefore,this study will add to the body of 

nursing literature on self-awareness by exploring the relationship between self-awareness 

and basic empathy. 
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Learmng styles have been studied extensively in nursing(Brazen&Roth,1995; 

Cavanagh,Hogan,&Ramgopal,1995;Daly,1996;Duncan,1996;Highfield, 1988; 

Hodges,L.C.,1988;Hodges,S.L.,1988;Jambunathan,1995;Katz,N.&Heimann, 

1991;Keane,1993;Kulig&Thorpe,1996;Merritt, 1983;Rakoczy&Money,1995; 

Remington&Kroll, 1990;Seidl&Sauter, 1990).Mostofthese studies have been 

descriptive in nature which identified preferences based upon demographic,educational 

level,or speciality areas or havefocused onthe relationship between agiven learning 

style and various characteristics ofthe student or nurse.Only afew studies werefound 

that address learning styles in relationship to personality types(Rezler&French,1975) 

or other personality traits(Christensen,Lee,&Bugg,1979;Garity,1985,1997;Linares, 

1989). 

Although empathic communication has been proposed to vary with cognitive 

style,the relationship between basic empathy and learning style has not been determined. 

Cross(1976)noted that people tend to be consistentovera wide variety oftasks,that 

learning styles remain stable over many years,and thatlearning styles havea broad 

influence on many aspects ofpersonality and behavior,such as perception,memory, 

problem-solving,interests,and even social behavior. While theoretical linkage between 

empathy and learning styles has been suggested in the literature(Lange,1979),few,if 

any studies have been conducted to provide empirical supportfor this relationship. 

Some authors(McCarthy&Schmeck,1988)have proposed thatincreasing self-

acceptance will permit greater self-awareness and lead ultimately to a cognitive style 

characterized by greater versatility,flexibility,and adaptation in overall functioning. 
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Whilethe linkage between self-awareness and learning styles has beenimplied in the 

literature,no studies werefound to empirically supportthis relationship.Finally,no 

studies werefound which explored the relationship among empathy,self-awareness,and 

learning styles. 

Purpose ofthe Study 

The purpose ofthis study wasto examinethe relationships among basic empathy, 

self-awareness,and learning styles ofpre-nursing baccalaureate student nurses.A middle-

range theory was proposed to explain the relationships among pre-nursing students' basic 

empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles. This study tested the middle-range theory 

derived from the nursing theory ofempathy(Alligood&May,in press)discovered 

within the personal system ofKing's General Systems Framework(1971,1981). 

TheoreticalFramework 

King's(1981)General SystemsFramework is the conceptual modelfrom which a 

middle-range theory ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles was derived. 

This conceptual modelincludes three dynamic interacting open systems:personal system, 

interpersonal system,and social system.The personalsystem pertainsto individuals;the 

interpersonal system involvestwo or more individuals and the social system encompasses 

orgamzations and institutions,such asfamily,education,religious,and work systems. 

These open systems interact,and the concepts within each system are notexclusive to 

one system butare relevantamong all the systems. 

Mostempathy nursing studies have concentrated on the interaction process orthe 

interpersonal relationship between the nurse and client.However,since perceptions ofthe 
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nurse can influence the interaction process(King,1981),it is importantto study the 

characteristics ofindividuals that mayinfluence their perceptions. Therefore, it is 

importantto study characteristics ofindividuals to begin the developmentofan 

understanding ofnursing empathy.Furthermore,a studentnurse can be considered a 

multidimensional,unified,complex whole personal system,as King(1981)observed that 

"a personal system is a unified,complex whole selfwho perceives,thinks,desires, 

imagines,decides,identifies goals and selects meansto achievethem"(p.27).King 

(1981)assumesthatindividuals are sentient,rational,reacting,perceiving,purposeful, 

social,controlling,action-oriented,and time-oriented beings and that"the nurse as a 

person is a total system"(p. 10). Therefore,studentnurses as personal systems are the 

subjects ofthis study. 

Using interpretive hermeneutics,a nursing theory ofempathy within King's 

personal system wasformalized(Alligood&May,in press). Thattheory proposed that 

empathy organizes perceptions;facilitates awareness ofselfand others;increases 

sensitivity; promotesshared respect,mutual goals,and social awareness;cultivates 

rmderstanding ofindividuals within a historical and social context;and affects learning. 

Based upon thattheory ofnursing empathy,a middle-range theory ofbasic empathy,self-

awareness,and learning styles was proposed and tested. 

Personal system concepts fi"om King's General Systems Framework that are 

meaningfulto a middle-range theory ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and learning 

styles are perception,self,body image,and learning.These personal system concepts and 
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their interrelationships with basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles will be 

discussed individually. 

Perception 

The major conceptin the personal system is perception because itinfluences 

behavior.According to King(1981),perception is universal,subjective,personal and 

selective for each person.It is action oriented to the presentand is influenced by current 

interests,needs,and future goals."Perception is a processoforganizing,interpreting,and 

transforming information from sense dataand memory.It is a process ofhuman 

transactions with environment.It gives meaning to one's experience,represents one's 

image ofreality,and influences one's behavior"(p.24).King emphasized the importance 

ofperceptual accuracy and pointed outthat perception is influenced by emotions.Based 

on King's ideas,empathy has been proposed as k dimension ofsensory perception and a 

way ofknowing that organizes,interprets,and transforms information into meaningful 

understanding(Alligood,Evans,&Wilt,1995;Alligood et al, 1998).Ifempathy is a 

dimension ofsensory perception,then basic empathy affects the way nursing students 

organize and interpret sense data(Alligood&May,in press). 

Perception is an awareness ofpersons,objects,situations,and events,and it is 

related to past experiences,to conceptofself,to biological inheritance,education and to 

socioeconomic groups(King,1981)."It isthrough perception that an individual comesto 

know self,to know other persons,and to know objects in the environment"(p. 19). 

Because perception is an awareness ofpersons and is related to the conceptofself. 
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perception includes an awareness ofone's self(Alligood&May,in press). Therefore, 

basic empathy and self-awareness are both related to perception. 

Self 

Perception is importantfor developing aconceptofself. King's definition ofthe 

selfwasthe following; 

The selfis a composite ofthoughts and feelings which constitute a person's 

awarenessofhis individual existence,his conception ofwho and whathe is. A 

person's selfis thesum total ofall he can call his.The selfincludes,among other 

things,a system ofideas,attitudes,values and commitments.The selfis a 

person's total subjective environment.Itis a distinctive center ofexperience and 

significance.The selfconstitutes a person's iimer world as distinguished from the 

outer world consisting ofall other people and things.The selfis the individual as 

known to the individual.It is thatto which we refer when we say"I".(Jersild, 

1952,pp.9-10) 

King(1981)stated: "Knowledgeofselfis akey to understanding human behavior, 

because selfis the wayI define meto myselfand to others. Selfis whatIthink ofme and 

whatIam capable ofbeing and doing"(pp.26-27)."Awareness ofselfhelps one to 

become asensitive human being who is comfortable with selfand with relationships with 

others"(p.28).Empathy has been proposed as an affective dimension ofhuman 

sensitivity discussed by King."Therefore,through empathy,a wide range ofhuman 

sensitivity is developed,increasing the nurse's use ofself(Alligood et al., 1995,p.69). 

King(1981)also noted thatifnurses interact with patients or clients as human beings. 
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nurses and patients would help each othergrow in self-awareness and in understanding of 

behavior.Ifemotions,feelings,and beliefs are intrapersonal characteristics ofselfand 

empathy facilitates awareness ofselfand others(Alligood&May,in press),then basic 

empathy and self-awareness are related. 

BodyImage 

King(1981)defined body image as,"a person's perceptions ofhis[or her]own 

body,others'reactions to his[or her]appearance,and is aresultofothers'reactions to 

self(p.33).Perceptions aboutthe selfasasocial entity that have an effecton others is a 

form ofself-awareness thatis called social awareiiess.Bodyimage relies heavily on 

empathy because the reaction ofothers,which may be positive or negative,occurs as 

people see others reacting to them(Alligood et al, 1995).Therefore,empathy promotes 

the developmentofshared respect,mutual goals,and social awareness(Alligood&May, 

in press). 

Learning 

Learning is aconcept which was notinitially included in the 1981 conceptual 

framework,but wasincluded in the personal system in later publications(King,1986, 

1992).King(1986)formulated her definition oflearning from characteristics which 

described the nature oflearning.One ofthese characteristics is thatlearning is a self 

activity and requires active participation on the partofthe learner.Learning requires 

communication ofinformation through verbal or nonverbal messages.Additionally, 

learning is individual and learners bring to learning situations their personal interests, 

needs,and past experience and each individual has a differentlearning style. Another 
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characteristic oflearning is that it is a dynamic and self-regulating process.Perception is 

essentialfor learning and factors thatinfluence perception are socio-cultural, 

psychological,and physiological.Thus,King(1986)defined learning as"...aprocess of 

sensory perception,conceptualization,and critical thinking involving multiple 

experiences in which changes in concepts,skills,symbols,habits,and values can be 

evaluated in observable behaviors and inferred from behavioral manifestations"(p.24). 

According to King(1986),learning is influenced byfeelings and emotions.Because 

empathy is afeeling attribute(Alligood et al., 1995),it can influence learning.In 

addition,perceptions and learning are interrelated(King,1981).Because empathy isa 

dimension ofsensory perception that affects the way nurses organize and interpret sense 

data(Alligood et al., 1995;Alligood et al., 1998),the relationship ofperception and 

empathy has been proposed to befundamentalto how nursesleam nursing(Alligood et 

al., 1995;Alligood et al., 1998,1999). Therefore,empathy is afeeling attribute that 

influences leaning as well as affecting the organization ofperceptions,which in tum, 

affects learning(Alligood&May,in press).Ifself-awareness is learning aboutthe selfby 

bringing thoughts,feelings,strengths,and weaknessesto aconscious level and ifself-

awareness is learned rather than taught(Bumard,1984),then self-awareness is also 

related to learning. ^ 

In summary,personal system concepts from King's General SystemsFramework 

provided a structure for anursing theory ofempathy from which a middle-range theory of 

basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles was derived. Conceptsofperception, 

self,bodyimage,and learning were used to formalize the theory.A middle-range theory 
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ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles within the personal system can be 

theoretically stated by thefollowing propositions; 

Ifawareness ofselfhelps one become a sensitive human being(King,1981,p.28), 

and ifperceptions enable ahuman being to know self(King,1981,p. 19),and ifbasic 

empathy is the affective dimension ofhuman sensitivity and a dimension ofsensory 

perception(Alligood et al., 1995,p.68),then there is a relationship between self-

awareness and basic empathy.Also,iflearning requires sensory experiencesthrough 

perception(King,1986,p.23),and ifbasic empathy affects the way nursing students 

organize and interpret sense data(Alligood et al., 1995),and ifperceptions and learning 

are interrelated(King,1986,p.22),then there is a relationship between basic empathy 

and learning.Finally,ifempathy is a dimension ofsensory perception(Alligood et al., 

1995),and ifperceptions and learning are interrelated(King,1981,p.22),and ifit is 

through perception that an individual comesto know selfand to know other persons 

(King,1981,p. 19),and iflearning styles are indicators ofhow individuals perceive and 

mfluence perceptions(Cross,1976;J.W.Keefe,1979),and ifeach individual hasa 

different learning style(King,1986,p.24),then there is a relationship among basic 

empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles.This proposed theory ofbasic empathy, 

self-awareness,and learning styles is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Research Questions and Hypothesis 

Based uponthe middle-range theory ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and 

learning styles,the following research question was asked:Whatisthe nature ofthe 

relationships among basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles ofbaccalaureate 
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pre-nursing students?In addition a secondary research question was asked: Whatis the 

nature ofthe relationships among basic empathy,self-awareness,learning styles,and 

psychosocial personal characteristics related to the conceptofgrowth and development 

which included(1)age,(2)birth order,(3)highest educational level achieved,(4) 

previous training in communication skills,human relationships skills,or counseling 

skills,(5)previous education in communication skills,human relationships skills,or 

counseling skills,and(6)both previoustraining and education in communication skills, 

human relationships skills,orcounseling skills ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students? 

Furthermore,the following research hypothesis wasformulated:There are relationships 

among basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing 

students. 

Definitions 

Forthe purpose ofthis study,the followingterms were defined: 

Basic Empathy is a universal,developmental,attribute involving thoughts and 

feelings related to understanding another person through perceptions ofselfand 

others as one grows and develops(Alligood,1992)and is operationalized by the 

HoganEmpathy Scale(Hogan,1969)and the EmotionalEmpathic Tendency 

Scale(Mehrabian&Epstein,1972). 

Self-Awareness isthe trait ofattending to one'sown perceptions offeelings, 

attitudes,motives,or personality characteristics operationalized by the revised 

Private Self-Consciousness subscale(Scheier&Carver,1985)and the 

tendency to think about self-aspects thatform impressionsin other people's eyes 
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such as behavior,mannerisms,and expressive qualities and is operationalized by 

the revised Public Self-Consciousness subscale(Scheier&Carver,1985). 

Learning Styles are the attitudes and behaviors which determine an individual's 

preferred way oflearning and are operationalized by the Learning Styles 

Questionnaire(Honey&Mumford,1992). 

Psvchosocial Factors are the characteristics related to growth and development 

such as(1)age,(2),birth order,(3)highest educational level achieved, 

(4)previous training in communication skills,human relationships skills,or 

counseling skills,(5)previous education in communication skills,human 

relationships skills,or counseling skills,and(6)both previous training and 

education in communication skills,human relationships skills, or counseling 

skills. 

Baccalaureate pre-nursing students are freshmen,sophomores orjuniors overthe 

age of18 with a declared nursing major who are enrolled in an accredited generic 

baccalaureate nursing program. 

Limitations and Delimitations 

The delimitations and limitations ofthis study include thefollowing: 

1.This study confined itselfto beginning generic baccalaureate nursing 

students in their first,second,or beginning oftheir third year ofcollege who 

have not had prior nursing courses or clinical experiences. 

2.This study waslimited to aconvenience sample ofcollege students in 

Southeastern United States. 
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3.This study waslimited to testing the nature ofrelationships through the use 

ofa cross-sectional descriptive correlational design. 

4.This study was not designed to investigate all the possible factors related to 

basic empathy but waslimited to those factors associated with concepts in 

King's personal system. 

Significance 

This study is significant because nursing students bring to the educational setting 

an existing pattern ofknowing,thatofbasic empathy.A recognition oftheir natural 

empathicresponses is importantto student nurses because the literature hasshownthat 

strategiesto learn empathic behavioral and communication skills are not sustained over 

time.Furthermore,rote trained responses to clients withoutthe affective dimension may 

be inappropriate and even harmfulto nurse-clientrelationships(Morse,J. M.,Anderson 

et al., 1992). Often the emphasis on learning the correctresponse and the parroting ofan 

appropriate word or phrase is seen as possessing a high level ofempathy.However, 

"... being told to empathically listen is notthe same as being taughtto listen with 

empathy and in a critique ofthe empathy skills program araised scale score still does not 

meanthatempathy has been attained"(Gordon,R.D.,1985,p.5). Student nurses need to 

be aware of,be comfortable with,and use their own natural ability to feel,to accept,and 

to communicate with their clients(Alligood et al., 1995). 

In addition,studentnurses bring to the education setting apersonal knowing 

Carper(1978)observed that personalknowledge concerns learning to be aware ofself. 
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notonly to other selves,butalso to one'sown self.Increased self-awareness can assist 

studentnurses in understanding howthey can best use their natural empathic responses. 

While basic empathy cannotbe taught,it can be identified,valued,reinforced and 

refined.Thus,an understanding ofthe relationship between basic empathy and self-

awareness can have significance for nurse educators.Basic empathy mustbe encouraged 

and reinforced or nursing students'natural empathicresponses will be hindered, 

suppressed,or even diminished(Baillie, 1995).Forexample,Gould(1990)suggested that 

the socialization and professionalization process which occurs during nursing education 

actually encourages nurses to lose their individuality and to lose their natural ability to 

empathize.How basic empathy is nurtured and sustained has been proposed to have 

majorimplicationsfor nursing in recruitment,education,and postgraduation(Baillie, 

1995;Evans et al., 1997).Because students bring this natural basic empathy to the 

educational setting,nurse educators need to recognize thatthese natural empathic 

responses do exist,and they need to know howto acknowledge,value and facilitate this 

basic empathyto further the students'empathy development.In addition,the 

developmentofhigher levels ofself-awareness will contribute to a better understanding 

ofothers.Both will in turn nurture and sustain studentnurses' natural empathicfeelings 

and responses.Asaresult,their natural empathic responses wall facilitate formation of 

therapeutic relationships with their clients. 

Students bring a myriad ofprior experiences into the learning situation which may 

influence the waythey leam.Today,those over35 years ofage make up the fastest 

growing group ofstudents,and those over25 make up halfofthe college population 
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Sullivan,E.J., 1997).Adultlearners wantlearning experiences which facilitate 

cooperative learning,experiences which challenge and actively involvethem in learning, 

and content which is presented by knowledgeable and organized faculty(Thompson& 

Sheckley, 1997).Therefore,nurse educators need to incorporate experiential learning 

theory into the teaching-learning process and take into consideration differentlearning 

styles. Assessmentoflearning styles will identify strengths and weaknesses within each 

learner which can then lead to building onthose strengths or developing skills in the 

weak learning style areas(Goldrick,Gruendmann,&Larson,1993).Nurse educators 

mustprovide a variety oflearning experiences,since students need to develop the ability 

to leam in and adaptto a variety offuture situations in order to practice nursing in a 

changing health care delivery system.In addition,nurse educators have aresponsibility to 

assist students in the developmentofintegrative learning ofother learning styles and to 

ensure thatteaching activities permit all students to leam.Finally,research findings have 

shownthat matching learning styles and using appropriate teaching strategies for each 

learning style decreases student anxiety and increases staffand student satisfaction 

(Chase,1995). 

This study contributesto the knowledge about basic empathy,self-awareness,and 

learning styles and will be the basis forfurther study.Many studies have been conducted 

on empathy butthese previous studies did notlook ata specific type ofempathy. 

Alligood(1992)recommended thatfurther studies be conducted to understand the 

theoretical differentiation ofthetwo types ofempathy and to conceptualize empathy 

within a nursing perspective.Thus,this study differs from other studies,for it wasthe 
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first study which specifically used basic empathy,as distinguished from trained empathy, 

asthefocus ofaresearch study within a nursing theoretical framework. 

Finally,this study contributesto the nursing profession by extending King's 

(1971,1981)work.This will be donethrough the developmentofa middle-range theory 

ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles within the personal system of 

King's General Systems Framework(1981). While King did notinclude the concepts of 

basic empathy,self-awareness,or learning styles in her personal system,these concepts 

have been made explicitthrough their relationship with perception,self,body image,and 

learning. Many previous studies havefocused on the interpersonal processesofempathy. 

Use ofthe personal system in this study focuses on intrapersonal aspects ofbasic 

empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles. 

Summary 

Insummary,empathy is an importantconceptin nursing for it is related positively 

to client and nurse outcomes.Methodological and conceptual issues continue to existin 

empathy research studies.In this study,these methodological and conceptual issues are 

addressed by a multidimensional conceptualization ofempathy,afocusonthe basic type 

ofempathy as differentiated from trained empathy,and a shift from an interpersonalto an 

intrapersonal process. 

Theconceptofself-awareness,while relatively newin nursing literature,is also 

animportant concept.Knowledge concerning self-awareness is primarily descriptive in 

nature focusing onthe definition,perspectives,development,and facilitation ofself-
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awarenessin nurses and student nurses. Only afew empirical studies on self-awareness 

have been conducted. 

Learning styles have been studied extensively in nursing.The majorfocus of 

these studies has been to describe nursing populations and to relate learning styles with 

teaching strategies.Few empirical studies have been conducted to explore the relationship 

between self-awareness and basic empathy although theoretical supportfor such a 

relationship has been suggested.No studies werefound which addressed this relationship 

using an intrapersonal nursing framework.Finally,no studies werefound which explored 

relationships among empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles. 

Although basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles are notmade explicit 

in King's(1981)General Systems Framework,all have been related to conceptsin the 

personal system and thus have beenshownto be integral in the personal systems of 

nurses(Alligood&May,in press).Thus,a middle-range theory ofbasic empathy within 

the personal system can be theoretically stated asfollows: basic empathy is a universal 

developmental attribute involving thoughts and feelings which are related to 

understanding another person through perceptions ofselfand others which mature as one 

grows and develops.Awareness ofthe selfinvolves perceptions ofselfwhich evolve 

through the process ofgrowth and development.Learning styles are the way students 

organize and interpret perceptions asthey grow and develop.Thus,ifperceptions enable 

aperson to know self(King,1981,p. 19),and ifself-awareness helps one becomea 

sensitive human being(King,1981,p.28),and ifbasic empathy is the affective 

dimension ofhuman sensitivity and a dimension ofsensory perception(Alligood et al.. 
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1995),and iflearning styles are the way students perceive,organize,and interpret 

perceptions,then there are relationships among basic empathy,self-awareness,and 

learning styles ofstudent nurses.Based upon an integration ofthese concepts, a middle-

range theory ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles within the personal 

system ofstudent nurses was postulated.Thetheory proposed that basic empathy,self-

awareness,and learning styles ofpre-nursing baccalaureate nursing students are related. 

This study tested that middle-range theory. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OFTHELITERATURE 

The purpose ofthis study wasto examine relationships among basic empathy, 

self-awareness,and learning styles ofbeginning nursing students.In orderto know more 

aboutthese concepts,areview ofthe literature is presented to depcribe what is already 

known about basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles.The literature review 

yieldedfew studies thathave linked these concepts.Therefore,a broad approach to the 

literature wastaken to establish an empiricallinkage among these concepts.This chapter 

discussesthatliterature in five sections.Thefirst section consists of literature that 

addressesthe conceptofempathy,including the developmentofthe conceptofempathy, 

theoretical perspectives ofempathy,dimensions bfempathy,and the measurementof 

theories ofempathy.Sectiontwo is comprised ofthe literature that addresses self-

awareness,including the conceptofself-awareness,the perspectives ofself-awareness, 

the modelsofself-awareness,the measurementofself-awareness,and empirical studies 

on self-awareness. Section three contains literature thatreviews the conceptoflearning 

styles,including developmentofexperiential learning theory,discussion ofexperiential 

learning theory,Kolb's Experiential Learning Theory,learning styles,modelsoflearning 

styles.Honey and Mumford's Learning Styles Questionnaire,and nursing studies on 

learning styles. Sectionfourreviews the literature which supports proposed relationships 

among basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles. Finally,section five presents 
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literature that addresses nursing science using King's systemsframework.A summary of 

the literature review concludes the chapter. 

Empathy 

Developmentofthe ConceptofEmpathy 

Historical Evolution ofthe ConcentofEmpathv 

Whatwaslater to become empathy wasconsidered sympathy in the 1700s.Two 

formsofsympathy were recognized.One ofthese forms wasinstinctive sympathy which 

was an involuntary reaction to another person's experience(Smith,A.,1759).The other 

form was called intellectualized sympathy which was characterized bythe ability to 

recogmze the emotional experience ofanother person and to respond appropriately.The 

German psychologist,Theodor Lipps,first named theterm einfuhlung, orfeeling oneself 

into,in his writings on aesthetic perception and appreciation(Goldstein&Michaels, 

1985). Actually,the word empathy hastwo roots:em,meaning to putinto,to bring about 

a certain condition or state,orto furnish with something,andpathy,from the Greek 

patho,meaning suffering,passion.The Latin equivalent, can mean 

feeling/perception. A Greek word,empatheia, means affection and passion with a quality 

ofsuffering(Brink,1991;Duan&Hill, 1996).Lipps used this term to describe the 

experience ofindividuals who on observing an objectofart would lose their self-

awareness and would become emotionally fused with the art object(Katz,R.L,1963).It 

was not until 1909thatthe Germanterm einfuhlung wastranslated into the EngliRb term 

empathy by Edward Titchener to describe aperson who was very understanding 
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(Listowel,1934). Clinical psychology began using the conceptshortly thereafter and it 

became a dominanttheme m the psychology literature in the following decades. 

Importantin the evolution ofthe concept wasthe delineation oftwo types of 

empathy,basic and trained,by Alligood in 1992.An analysis ofthe nursing and related 

literature revealed thatthesetwo types ofempathy had been discussed in the literature, 

butthey had not been clearly separated,or studied individually.Both types"...have 

seemingly not beenimderstood to have theoretical or methodological differences. This 

lack ofimderstanding has led to confusion concerning the conceptofempathy and its 

measurement"(Alligood,1992,p. 14).Alligood defined basic empathy asa universal 

human trait which had been referred to in the literature as natural(Zderad,1969)raw 

(Ehmann,1971),ordinaiy(Forsyth,1980),orfeeling for others(Kramer& 

Schmalenberg,1977;Peplau,1952).Tr^ed empathy was defined as that which was 

taught or was learned and had been referred to in the literature as clinical(Zderad,1969), 

practitioner's application(Ehmann,1971),professional(Forsyth, 1980),or role-taking 

(Kramer&Schmalenberg,1977).Alligood(1992)proposed thattrained empathy builds 

on basic empathy and that basic empathy should be determined beforeimposing trained 

empathy upon nursing students. 

The delineation oftwo types ofempathy has been supported by the work of 

Baillie(1995).She discussed the use ofnatural empathy with the illustration ofacase 

study and concluded thatrecognition ofnurses'natural empathic qualities wasimportant 

and needed to be reinforced and encouraged. 
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Anotherstudy which was conducted to determine stability ofempathy overtime 

supportstwo types ofempathy.Seventy-nine studentsfrom three different Scottish 

Colleges ofNursing were measured with a basic empathy scale and alearned empathy 

scale atthree different pointoftime in their educational programs(Reynolds&Presly, 

1988).Analysis ofvariance revealed thatthe three groups had no statistical significant 

differences amongthe empathy scores priorto their first psychiatric nursing module. 

Findings revealed that basic empathy,as measured by the Hogan Empathy Scale(Hogan, 

1969),did notchange overtime buttrained empathy,as measured by TheEmpathy 

Construct Rating Scale(La Monica,1981),was not stable.Also,basic empathy was 

shown to be more closely associated with other stable aspects ofpersonality than was 

trained empathy. 

Additional supportfortwo types ofempathy wasfotmd in a study conducted to 

examine specifically the differences between the two types(Evans et al., 1998).Data 

were collected overtime with a volimtary sample of106 nursing students attimes prior 

to,during,and after completion ofaBSN nursing program at a large southeastern 

university. The HoganEmpathy Scale(1969)was used to measure basic empathy and the 

Layton Empathy Test(1979)was used to measure trained empathy.Repeated measures 

ofanalyses ofvariance(ANOVA)were used to analyze the data. Results revealed that 

students do begin their nursing education with significantly different levels ofbasic and 

trained empathy.Also,findings supported previous research in that trained empathy 

scores ofnursesimproved significantly during their nursing education,but after one year 

post graduation,the scores had declined implying thatlearned empathy strategies were 
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not effective.The researchers noted that empathy provided a perspective for students to 

understand themselves and their personal interactions,and they also observed thatthe 

recognition ofstudents' personal being is basic to their communication(Alligood et al., 

1995). 

Theoretical Perspectives ofEmpathv 

Many different theoretical perspectives about empathy have been proposed.The 

counseling/psychotherapy roots ofempathy and the relationship to therapy stem from the 

investigations ofFreud(1927),Reik(1948),and Stewart(1956).The psychoanalytic 

school viewsempathy as a process ofidentification. According to Freud(1927),an infant 

is initially incorporated into his mother.After afew months,the child is aware of 

separateness,but still identifies with mother.This identification process operates 

throughout life and serves asa meansfor gainiiig Another person's perspective. 

A four phased process involving identification,incorporation,reverberation,and 

detachment,resulting in empathy was proposed by Reik(1948).In addition,Reik referred 

to the instinctive ability to discern unspoken messages from others,and he pointed out 

that students are often taughtto observe only whatis presented to their conscious 

perception to the exclusion ofother signs which are much richer. This ability to capture 

the meaning ofthese signs wasa skill that could be demonstrated,butnottaught.He' 

called this ability to discern messages from others as listening with the third ear. This 

third ear could also beturned inward and would allow oneto be aware ofwhat is inside 

oneself. 
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Onthe other hand,Stewart(1956)used the ideas ofFreud in atheory of ethical 

development.He argued that it wasthroughempathythatindividuals leam more about 

themselves.Empathy is necessary to understand people and"the psychologist as personal 

knower mustinsome degree identify with the person he wantsto know,and know 

himselfifthe potentialofhmnan understanding and good is to be a realization"(p. 111). 

Empathy,asa dimension ofan individual's personality,is a psychological view 

thathas been consistently used since the term empathy wasintroduced in the English 

language(Davis,M.H.,1979;Dymond,1949;Flesbach,1975;Hogan,1969;lanotti, 

1975;Kalisch,1973;Shafer,1959).Forexample,high scores on an empathy scale 

described an individual as charming,pleasant,friendly,dreamy,cheerful,sociable, 

sentimental,imaginative,discreet,and tactful.Low empathic scores,on the other hand, 

described an individual as cold,cruel,quarrelsome,hostile,bitter,unemotional,unkind, 

hard-hearted,argumentative,and opinionated(Hogan,1969).Empathic individuals have 

also been conceptualized as possessing keen insight,imaginative perceptiveness,and 

social acuity about other people(Forsyth,1979). 

From a biological perspective,empathy processes have been proposed to be 

related to neurological concepts.Many theorists have suggested thatthe capacity for 

empathy exists at birth and thatthere is an innate biologicaltendency to reactemotionally 

to emotionsin others(Basch,1983;Brothers,1989;Zderad,1969).Brothers(1989) 

explored the conceptofempathy from an evolutionary,ontogenetic,and 

neurophysiological approach and stated that"there may beaspecific neural or 

neurotransmitter subsystem for empathy"(p. 13).A study ofempathy in twins supported 
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the heritability ofaffective empathy(Matthews,Batson,Hem&Rosenman(1981). 

Findings from another study(Davis,M.H.,Luce,&Kuaus,1994)showed that affective 

empathy doesseem to have asignificant heritability factor,but cognitive empathy does 

not. 

Other theorists have also suggested that empathy is inherited.Hoffman(1977b) 

found thatnewboms,especially females,are moreresponsive to human cries than to 

equally noxious aversive,nonhuman sounds. In addition,empathy has been used to 

describe the natural processin which emotionsofmothers are conveyed to their infants 

(Zderad,1969).According to H.S.Sullivan(1953),this process implied thatnewboms 

innately possess empathy,which he called empathic linkage.Peplau's(1952)conception 

ofempathy was derived from H.S.Sullivan.Shefocused onthe role ofempathyin the 

mother-child relationship.The infant also empathizes whatis felt about him,as it is 

communicated through the kind ofhandling that he receives.Empathy refers to an ability 

to feel whatis going onin asituation without specifically being able to discuss and to 

identify elements ofitin awareness.Theinfantfeels whatothers feel as they relate to 

him. 

From a psychosocial perspective,empathy has been viewed as an adaptive ability 

(Ehmann,1971).Empathy is the ability to feel one's selfin arole withoutlosing 

individual identity. Role taking is partofsocial growth and necessary for adjusting to 

society. Bandura(1971)stated that appropriate behaviors are learned primarily through 

the psychological process ofidentification or role modeling.He proposed that role 
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modeling is applicable in all three learning domains,butthe affective domain is impacted 

the mostby imitation learning. 

Developmentalists believe thatthe capacity to experience empathic feelings is 

dependenton maturation processes(Davis,M.H.,1979; Hof&nan,1977a;Hogan,1969; 

Piaget, 1932;Selman,1971).Although Piaget(1932),an early developmental 

psychologist,did not write aboutempathy specifically,his ideas concerning sympathetic 

tendencies,egocentrism,and decentering supported the developmental aspectofempathy 

(Bussa,1993).Smither(1977)proposed that changesin life span experiences, 

interpersonalinvolvements and commitments will profoundly influence a person's ability 

to understand and share certain emotions.Forexample,a child's lack ofexperience in 

forming intimate relations maylimit his or her ability to understand and share an older 

adult's feelings ofemotional dependence orjealdiisy. Thus,changesin life span roles, 

identities,and orientations can facilitate or hinder the sharing ofcertain kinds offeelings. 

Bythree years ofage,the majority ofAmerican and Chinese children can differentiate 

between happy and unhappyreactionsin other people.Perceptions offear,sadness,and 

anger develop somewhatlater(Borke,1973).Although basic empathy appears to be 

relatively stable acrossthe life span(Davis,M.H.,1983b;Gladstein,1987),differences 

develop in childhood as cognitive skills are acquired and as a result ofinteraction with 

other environmental influences.One study examined empathy in 184 pairs oftwins 

during their second year oflife and found thatconcem for othersincreased with age 

between 14 months and 20months and thatfemales scored higherthan males(Zahn-

Wexler,Robinson,&Emde,1992).Changein level ofempathy after adolescence 
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primarily involves changes in cognitive capacities such as memory,attention,fantasy, 

and self-awareness(Bennett, 1995). 

A basic assumption ofthose who perceive empathy as a behavior is thatthe 

helping professional's observed behavior is indicative ofempathy(Carkhuff; 1969; 

Gazda,Childers,&Walters, 1982).According to Orlando(1972),observed empathy is 

demonstrated in the process ofverification in the therapeutic process.In addition to 

identifying empathic behaviors being observed by nonparticipants,some behavioral-

oriented professionals and scientists have studied empathy as acommunication 

componentthatcan be recognized and described by individuals involved in the 

interaction. This variation,known as perceived empathy,was initially associated with 

Barrett-Lennard(1962)who examined empathy based onthe experience ofthe person 

receiving empathy.Other conceptualizations ofperceived empathy include the ability to 

judgethefeelings ofothers(Kunst-Wilson,Carpenter,Poser,Venohr,&Kushner,1981) 

and the ability ofpeers tojudge empathy during observations(Kalisch,1971;LaMonica, 

1981). Wheeler(1990)used Carl Rogers's(1957)fulfilment/phenomenological frame of 

reference to develop the Perception ofEmpathy Inventory(PEI)to measure the patient's 

perception ofthe nurse's empathy. 

With respectto perspectives ofempathy,musing has been slow to adoptthe 

conceptofempathy and has borrowed definitions and methodsto study empathy 

primarily from the fields ofpsychology,philosophy,and psychiatry(Ehmann,1971; 

Forsyth,1979;Kalisch,1971;Sparling&Jones,1977;Zderad,1969).Although 

Nightingale(1859/1969)had asked nurses to putthemselves in the place ofthe patient,it 
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was notuntil the 1950'sthatPeplau(1952)introduced the term empathyin nursing.She 

used the term in reference to the relationship ofinfantto mother and defined empathy as 

the ability to feel whatis going on in a situation without specifically being able to discuss 

and to identify elements ofitin awareness"(p. 173).During thistime,one ofthe earliest 

studies reported m NursingResearch concemed empathy(Kandler&Hyde,1953).This 

study reported onthe developmentofatest to measure changesin empathy levels of 

individuals and to ascertain whetherempathy levels ofstudent nurses changed during 

their psychiatric clinical experience.In this study,empathy was defined asthe capacity to 

putone's selfin another persons's place, both intellectually and emotionally,and to see 

things from the other person's pointofview.Thus,the affective and cognitive 

dimensions ofempathy were recognized.In 1956,Carl Rogers presented a paperto 

public health nurses atthe American Nurses'Association convention stating thata 

therapeutic relationship mustinclude empathy(Rogers,1957).This resulted in further 

examination ofthe conceptofempathy and its application to nursing practice(Holliday, 

1961;Travelbee,1963;Triplett,1969;Zderad,1969).However,Rogers'conceptof 

client-centered therapy and all ofits assumptions were applied carte blanche into the 

nurse-patient relationship(Dagenais&Meleis,1982;Ehmann,1971;Elder,1963; 

Henderson,V.,1964;Kalisch,1973;LaMonica,1981;Weidenbach,1964).Perhaps,the 

borrowing ofthe conceptofempathy from psychology with its cognitivefocus of 

empathy withoutthe affective dimension led to the study oftrained empathy ratherthan 

basic empathy.Thus,prior to the 1970s,nurses were more likely to be admonished to 

practice"the artofdetachment"and to refrain from becoming"emotionally attached to 
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co-workers orto patients"(Kempf,1950,p.71). Withoutthe recognition ofthe affective 

dimensions ofempathy and with the focus on trained empathy,it is not surprising then 

that during the 1960s,health care providers were admonished for neglecting the 

emotional needs ofthe patients. For example,Jomard(1960,1961)indicated that nurses 

have rigid inteipersonal behaviors and a deficit in empathy.He pointed outthat nurses 

should promotethe real selfand honest self-disclosxire to their patients Avith the use ofan 

empathic acknowledgmentofwhathad been expressed. 
/ 

In nursing during the 1970s,research studies on empathy focused on 

investigations that explored the existence ofempathy,the level ofempathy,and the 

mfluence ofempathy on patient care. Also,during this time investigators refined the 

conceptofempathy and the methodsfor measuring it(Anderson,1990). 

During the 1980s,research concerning empathy began to branch into several 

areas. Barrett-Lennard(1981)studied specific stages involved in empathic interactions 

and M.H.Davis(1983a)investigated the influence ofindividual differences in empathy. 

Nursing researchers studied the level ofempathy in practicing professionals and the 

developmentofempathy training modelsfor the practicing nurse(Brunt,1985; 

LaMonica et al., 1987;Rawnsley,1987).In the 1990s,the delineation oftwo tj^es of 

empathy in nursing was proposed(Alligood, 1992). 

Within all these perspectives,mostinvestigations can be classified asfocusing on 

empathy according to one ofthree categories.The first category entails the cognitive 

awareness ofanother person'sfeelings and thoughts;the second pertains to the affective 
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response to another person's condition,andthe third category is a combination of 

cognitive awareness and affective response. 

Empathy as a Multidimensional Concept 

Up until the 1930s,the conceptualization ofempathy wasseen asthe sharin£ of 

another person's emotions.Kuhler(1929)wasthe firstto define empathy notasa sharing 

butasthe understanding ofanother person's emotions.This understanding implied 

cognitive processes.However,it was not until Piaget(1932)and Mead(1934)thatthere 

was a major shiftinthe definitional focus ofempathy.BothPiagetand Mead considered 

empathy to be acognitive process i.e., a role-taking skill which enhances understanding 

ofothers'reactions and makessmoother,more productive interpersonal relations(Bussa, 

1993).Mead(1934),asymbolic interactionist,added a cognitive dimension which he 
V 

described as an ability to understand.His work emphasized a differentiation between self 

and others in which the empathizer temporarily took the role ofanother person.During 

this time,the number ofinvestigations ofthe empathic process increased,with 

researchers using this cognitive orientation.Thus,early experimental studies on empathy 

focused primarily on accuracy ofperception(Bussa,1993;Davis,M.H.,1979). 

One ofthe mostimportanttheorists postulating the cognitive dimension was Carl 

Rogers(1951)who emphasized the importance ofempathyfor his client-centered 

counseling.Rogers(1957)described empathy as having three components:affective 

(sensitivity),cognitive(observation and mental processing),and communicative(helper's 

response).His classic definition ofempathy,which is still frequently quoted in nursing 

studies,is "to sense the client's world as ifit were your own,without ever losing the'as 
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if quality"(p.99). Rogers'definition ofempathy evolved outofthe historical 

distinction made between the cognitive and affective dimensions ofempathy,and it 

played a significant role in the conceptualization ofempathy in nursing. 

The revival ofthe emotional side ofempathy began with Stotland's(1969)work. 

The affective dimension ofempathy focuseson the aroused emotionalresponse to the 

perceived emotional situation ofanother individual(Batson,1991;Hoffman,1984; 

Mehrabian&Epstein,1972;Strayer &,Eisenberg,1987; Weil,1990).Theorists ofthis 

viewpoint stated that,although it is impossible for an individual to experience an emotion 

that is identical with another person's feelings,it is possible for the experience to be 

similar and this similarity ofemotional experience is empathy(Mehrabian and Epstein, 

1972;Shantz,1975).These perceived similarities ofindividuals can be based upon status, 

previous interaction,history,and personal orierithtion(Stotland,Mathews,Sherman, 

Hasson,&Richardson,1978).According to Mehrabian and Epstein(1972),empathy is 

an innate human ability to identify the needsofanother and respond to those needs. 

Empathy operates on a primitive level and is,therefore,primarily an emotional rather 

than a cognitive process. 

Another view is thatempathy is an affective response to others' behavior. 

According to Eisenberg(1986),there are three types ofnoncognitive,emotional reactions 

labeled as empathy.The first type is emotional contagion,which merely reflects the 

emotion ofanother individual,and occurs in very young children. This emotional 

response is biologically based and appears before children have acquired the cognitive 

ability to plan strategies for helping responses.The second type is sympathy,in which 
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concern is feltfor another person who is unhappy.Finally,the third type is personal 

distress,a negative,self-concem broughton by observing another person's emotional 

state. 

Various researchers have proposed a multidimensional conceptualization of 

empathy(Bennett,1995;Davis,M.H.,1979,1980,1983a;Deutsch&Madle,1975; 

Feshbach,1975;Gladstein,1983;Mielke,1988;Nathanson,1986;Williams,C.A., 

1990).This conceptualization ofempathy proposes thatcognitive and affective 

components ofempathy comprise an interdependent,interactive system in which each 

influencesthe other,and which can never be fiilly understood aslong as research efforts 

concentrate on one aspectto the relative exclusion ofthe other(Davis,M.H.,1979). 

To supportthis multidimensional view ofempathy,astudy wasconducted that 

examined the relationship between emotional empathy and cognitive empathy andfound 

a positive correlation(Mielke,1988).Results suggested thatthe more cognitively 

empathic individuals are,the more likely they are to be emotionally responsive,orto 

show empathic concem. 

In another study ofempathy,a self-report measure based on aphenomenological 

format was utilized to obtain27participants' perceptions ofan empathic interaction 

(Bachelor,1988).Data were analyzed bytwo raters using afive-step content analysis 

procedure.Findingsrevealed four differential empathic perceptual styles with cognitive 

empathy and affective empathy accounting for74%ofthese perceptual styles. 

C.A.Williams(1990)described a multidimensional modelofempathy which 

included situational influences.She observed that situations such asthe current mental 
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status ofthe empathizer,the situation to be empathized with,and the nature ofthe 

relationship between the empathizer and empathee influences the readiness to experience 

empathy. Onthe basis oftheir review,Wheeler and Barrett(1994) recommended the 

administration ofseveral measures ofempathy.Someresearchers have implemented this 

recommendation and used multiple instruments in order to measure morethan one 

dimension ofempathy(Koch,1991;Marshall,W.L.&Marie,1996).In addition, 

recognition ofthe multidimensionality ofempathy is more holistic and is congruent with 

King's characterization ofhuman beings.She stated thatindividuals are reacting beings 

who perceive,think,and feel. Therefore,consideration mustbe given to multiple 

dimensionsofempathy. 

MeasurementofTheories ofEmpathy 

Since 1953,more than 20 different instruirients for measuring empathy have been 

reported in the literature.However,mostempathy instruments were developed for a 

miitary conceptualization ofempathy rather than a multidimensional conceptualization. 

Some researchers have measmed empathy as primarily an affective phenomenon 

(Eisenberg,Fabes,Bustamante,&Mathy,1987;Feshbach&Roe,1968;Mehrabian& 

Epstein,1972;Stotland,1969)and others measured empathy as primarily a cognitive 

construct(Barrett-Lennard,1962;Chapin,1942;Dymond,1949;Hogan,1969;Kerr& 

Speroff; 1954;Stotland et al., 1978;Traux&Carkhuff,1967). Few have viewed 

empathy asa mialtidimensional concept(Davis,M.H.,1979,1980,1983a;Hof&nan, 

1977a). 
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Empathy has been measured as a personality trait or relatively stable human 

ability(Davis,M.H.,1979,1980,1983a;Hoffinan,1982;Hogan,1969;Mehrabian& 

Epstein,1972)while other researchers measured empathy as a state(Barrett-Lennard, 

1962;Batson,1987;Dymond,1949;Eisenberg et al., 1987;Feshbach&Roe,1968). 

Empathy has also been measured as a situation-specific cognitive-affective state(Barrett-

Lennard,1962;Traux&Carkhuff,1967). 

Many differenttypesofcollection methods have been used to gather data 

concerning empathy.These methodsinclude;selfreports(Barrett-Lennard,1962;Batson, 

1987;Hogan 1969),reports ofothers(Barrett-Lennard, 1962;Traux&Carkhuff,1967), 

observer ratings(Carkhuff,1969),and physiological measures(Berger,1962;Eisenberg 

et al, 1987;Krebs,1975;Stotland, 1969). 

Ofthe manyinstruments used to study empathy,the mostpopularinstruments in 

nursing have been the Hogan Empathy Scale,the CarkhuffIndexes,the Traux Accurate 

Empathy Scale and the Barrett-Lennard Relationship Inventory,empathy subscale 

(Gagan,1983).Ofthese instruments,only the HoganEmpathy Scale measuresempathy 

asatrait.In addition,three ofthe measures currently in use,the Empathy Construct 

Rating Scale(La Monica,1981),the Empathy Test(Layton,1979),and Perception of 

Empathy Inventory(Wheeler,1990)have been developed by a nurse specifically for 

nursing;however,allthree instruments measmethe state or trained empathy. 

Summary 

The historical evolution ofthe conceptofempathy began in the 1700s and was 

introduced into the English languagein the early 1900s.Empathy becameaprimary focus 
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ofmany different disciplines during the 1900s and was finally introduced into nursing in 

the 1950s.The evolution ofempathy in other disciplines has resulted in a 

multidimensional concept.In nursing the evolution resulted in the conceptuali2ation of 

two types ofempathy,basic and trained. 

While theoretical consideration ofempathy in human relations began atthe turn of 

the century,empirical study ofempathy did not begin until the 1940s(Deutsch& Madle, 

1975;Gladstein 1983;Hunsdahl,1967).After years ofresearch which dealt separately 

with cognitive and affective dimensions ofempathy,the mostrecentresearch in this area 

once again focuses on its dual nature. 

Theorists have discussed empathy from many different perspectives,buttwo 

common assumptions are shared among the perspectives(Brlanger,1996). First,empathy 

is a social and personal phenomenon because itinvolves individuals reacting to their 

perception ofanother person's experiences(Batson,1991;Buie,1981;Dymond,1949; 

Kerr&Speroff,1954;Stotland,1969;Wispe,1987)and secondly,empathy develops 

overtime and shapes human behavior(Eisenberg&Mussen,1989;Hoffman,1984; 

Mead,1934;Piaget,1932). However,these different perspectives have resulted in many 

different conceptualizations ofempathy and many different waysofoperationalizing the 

concept.Investigators have used a variety ofapproaches to measure empathy.Each 

approach originated from fundamental concepts ofempathy,and instruments can be 

classified primarily into three groups: measurements based on behavior,measurements 

based on personality attributes,and measurements based on experienced emotion. 
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Empathy has not been easy to define. Olsen(1991)expressed this sentiment when 

he stated ..empathy is akin to the use ofchocolate - one knowsthe experience,but 

wordscannot adequately express it"(p.68).Asaresult,there has been an extensive 

amountofresearch onthe conceptofempathy buta lack ofconsensus concerning a 

definition or nature ofthis concept still exists,and methodological and measurement 

issues have arisen. 

Some initial studies have confirmed thattwo types ofempathy do prevail. Most 

musing studies have focused primarily on trained empathy and only afew studies were 

foimd which have examined basic empathy.Also,no studies werefoimd that address the 

intrapersonal process.Further studies concerning basic empathy need to be conducted 

because oftheimportance ofthis conceptto nursing.Thus,this study addresses the 

conceptualization ofbasic empathy as differentiated from that oftrained empathy and 

with afocus onthe intrapersonal process rather than the interpersonal process.In 

addition,this study recognizesthe multidimensionality ofbasic empathy by 

administering two different trait instrumenttools to asses levels ofbasic empathy as 

recommended in the literature. Finally,the present study extends the work ofKing by 

testing a middle-range theory ofbasic empathy in nursing students.The personal system 

concepts ofperception,self,bodyimage,and learning were linked to the concepts of 

basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles. 

Self-Awareness 

Self-awareness includestwo terms. Selfis defined as"a person or thing referred 

to with respectto complete individuality" or"a person's nature,character,etc." 
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(Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary, 1996,p. 1734).According to the 

dictionary,awareness is"having knowledge;conscious;cognizant"(Webster's 

Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary, 1996,p. 144)."Consciousimplies to be awake or 

awakened to an inner realization ofafact,a truth,a condition,etc Aware lays the 

emphasison sense perception insofar as they are the objectofconscious recognition" 

(Webster s, 1996,p.432).Bumard(1988)wrote that self-awareness involves bringing to 

consciousness thoughts,feelings,and behaviors. Self-awareness is importantto nursing 

because one mustunderstand selfbefore understanding others(Brooks,1995;Bumard, 

1984;Jerome&Ferraro-McDuffie,1992). 

Although the conceptofself-awareness is relatively new in nursing,it has 

generally been widely accepted as a meaningful phenonomenon ofinterest to nurses, 

especially nurse educators.Rawlinson(1990)stated that"... consistent conscious 

awareness ofaspects ofselfwithin the nurse may enable or enhance the effective delivery 

ofappropriate,considered,responsive nursing interventions,which are sensitive, 

empathic and clientcentered"(p. 116).Theimportance ofself-awarenessto nurses and to 

the nurse-patientrelationship have been discussed in the nursing literature in the 

following areas: developmentoftherapeutic relationships(Bumard,1988;Jerome,& 

Ferraro-McDufFie,1992),improved interpersonal communications(Bumard,1988; 

Rawlinson,1990),coping with stress(Bond,1986;Rawlinson,1990;Wolinski,1993), 

greater understanding ofother people(Bumard,1984,1988),cultural understanding 

(Wilson& Weis,1995),greater understanding ofidentity(Keighley,1988),less 
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emotional exhaustion and bumout(Bumard,1988),professional autonomy(Rawlinson, 

1990),and in the nurse counselor role(Tschudin,1986). 

Theoretical Perspectives ofSelf-Awareness 

These studies on self-awareness defined the selfintwo ways:as consisting of 

different dimensions,or within different models(Bumard,1985,1986;Jay,1995; 

Keighley,1988;Rawlinson,1990;Smith,C., 1995).Different dimensions ofthe self, 

such asthe physical,psychological,spiritual,or social,have been addressed(James, 

1890,1892;Rawlinson,1990;Smith,C.,1995). 

In orderto understand self-awareness better,consideration mustfirst be given to 

whatis meantby the self.Selfhas been discussed as consisting ofseveral different 

dimensions(Argyle,1993;James,1890,1892;Rawlinson,1990).Forexample the 

dimensionsofselfmostoften cited in nursing mC physical,psychological,spiritual,and 

social(Rawlinson,1990;Smith,C.,1995).Physical selfis more universally shared. 

There is less disagreementonthe physical selfbecause it is based on anatomy and 

physiology.In contrast,psychological selfis notavailable to our physical senses,and 

therefore,one's perception ofit is more interpretive(Rawlinson,1990). This dimension 

ofselfis defined in terms ofunique features,such as personality orthe mind. 

Manyofthe ideas aboutthe psychological selforiginated with Freud's(1927) 

idea ofthe parts ofthe mind(ego,superego and id),and his ideas aboutconscious, 

subconscious and unconscious aspects ofself. Another psychoanalyticaltheorist,Jung 

(1925),proposed an extension ofthe unconsciousto something deeperthan the personal, 

which he called a collective unconscious belonging to humankind. 
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In psychology,many variations oftheories aboutthe psychological selfhave 

evolved.The self-theory proposed by George Mead(1934)v^ras the beginning ofliterature 

on self-awareness. According to Mead,self-awareness is the ability to look at yourselfor 

to be the objectofyour own attention. Carl Rogers(1961)suggested the conceptofan 

idealself.He viewed therapy as asearch for self,and saw therapists and teachers as 

facilitators ofan individual's exploration ofselfand the realization ofselfpotential 

(Rawlinson,1990).The psychological selfwas also explored by G.A.Kelly(1971)in his 

personal constructtheory.He stated that it wasthe individual's experience ofreality 

which wasimportant,rather than an objective reality. 

The third perspective ofself-awareness is thatofspirituality. Spirituality has been 

defined asthat dimension ofselfwhich seeks to find meaning in life(Rawlinson,1990). 

According to James(1890,1892)a spiritual selfcbnsisted ofirmer psychic qualities such 

asthe sense ofchoosing decisions orthe experience ofemotions and desires. Christian 

views aboutself-awareness and spirituality vary from a dynamic view ofGod's influence 

on the selfto the notion ofafree selfaspiring to a moral code.Furthermore,ideas of 

spiritual selfdiffer in content and degree ofimportance in any individual's life 

(Rawlinson,1990). 

The final perspective ofself-awareness that has evolved is thatofthe social self. 

The social selfis made up ofinterpersonal aspects thatincludes the quality,extentand 

nature ofrelationships,social systems,culture,class,status,work,communication,as 

well as other aspects.Because these factors are outside ofthe individual,they are more 

available to observation^d are open to interpretation. Awarenessofprofessional identify 
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as a nurse enables an individual to become more cognizantofthe influences,both 

positive and negative,ofthis role(Rawlinson,1990). 

Social psychologists such as Argyle(1969)and Duval and Wicklund(1972)have 

studied self-awareness and its impacton social interaction.Duval and Wicklund(1972) 

derived a general theory ofobjective self-awarenessfrom Mead's self-theory.They 

postulated that one's state ofconscious attention may betoward the environment or 

turned inwardly upon one's self.The latter wascalled objective self-awareness and is 

characterized by passivity,introspection,and self-evaluation. Self-aware individuals were 

more likely to behavein accordance with personal and social standards than were 

individuals who were not self-aware. When attention isfocused inwardly,there is an 

evaluation ofthe selfas compared to thatindividual's ideal self-image.A recognition ofa 

discrepancy between the real selfand the ideal self-image will motivate the individual to 

either work to reduce the size ofthis discrepancy orto avoid the self-aware state 

altogether. Studies based upon Duvaland Wicklund'stheory ofobjective self-awareness 

involved states ofattentional focus. 

While Duvaland Wicklund proposed a unitary,objective self-aware state, 

beginning in the middle 1970s attention began to focus on self-awareness as a trait. 

Studies began to look athow individuals may differ on possessing more enduring 

tendencies to examine and be aware ofone'sown self(Carver&Glass,1976;Carver& 

Scheier, 1978;Fenigstein,Scheier&Buss,1975;Turner,Scheier,Carver&Ickes,1978), 

and a scale was developed to assessthese individual differences. Differentiation ofself-

awareness into two dimensions was proposed.These dimensions included:an awareness 
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ofinternal thoughts,events,and feelings;an awareness ofone's selfas a social stimulus, 

or afocus on both ofthese dimensions. 

ModelsofSelf-Awareness 

The selfand self-awareness have also been discussed through the use ofmodels. 

Modelsofthe selfinclude the following:counseling,gestalt model,Transactional 

Analysis,simple modelofself,and reflective processes(Bumard,1985;Jay,1995; 

Rawlinson,1990). 

A cyclical, gestalt modelofawareness was proposed by Perls and Goodman 

(1951)and its application was described by Tillett(1984).The primaryfocus ofthis 

gestalt modelis an awareness ofself;therapists use their own awareness and encourage 

the developmentofself-awareness in their clients. Three aspects ofawareness were 

applied to this model:outer world,inner world,arid fantasy;the lattertwo are equated 

with self-awareness(Stevens,1971). 

In the counseling model used by Rogers(1951),the counselor is transparent 

nonjudgmental,and accepting. Awareness ofthe selfis used to understand the client's 

perception. Transactional Analysis is a populartheory adopted by many therapists and 

laypersons alike. This model ofhuman interaction involves three ego states: child,parent, 

and adult(Beme,1954,Hams,1970),and it provides insight and understanding of 

another person's behavior.Poletti(1985)conducted a study in which the contentof200 

problems elicited from student nurses was categorized into six different kinds of 

problemsthatincluded:problems with relations,problems with peers,problems with 

patients,problems with co-workers;problems with teachers,and problems with 
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themselves.An analysis ofthe nature ofthe problemsrevealed thatthere were difficulties 

with commumcation,fear ofrejection,xmeasinessin dealing with the very sick or aged, 

helplessness or hopelessnesstoward selfor situation,difficulties structuring time,and 

psychosomatic problems.Once these problems were identified,Poletti described teaching 

strategies to achieve understanding and insight into each problem by using Transactional 

Analysis. 

Another modelofthe selfis the simple modelofself(Bumard,1985).In this 

modelthe selfis composed ofthree domains:thoughts,feelings,and behavior.Thoughts 

are the ideas and problem-solving skills thatmake up one's mental life. Feelings are the 

emotional aspects oflife, while behavior is any action carried out,or any verbal or 

nonverbal communication.All ofthese domains overlap.Keighley(1988)used an 

analogy ofan onion to explain how the domainsihterconnectand increase self-awareness. 

As with an onion,outer layers ofawareness can be peeled away and reveal a deeper 

understanding ofself. Self-development is notachieved until the developmentofeach 

domain is completed. 

The reflective processes model was developed by Atkins and Murphy(1993)and 

consists ofthree key stages in the reflective process.The first stage is an awareness of 

uncomfortable feelings and thoughts.Self-awareness allows an individual to analyze 

these feelings which then leads to stage two,constructive critical analysis.The outcome, 

or stage three,is learning or altered thinking at both the affective and cognitive level. 
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MeasurementofSelf-Awareness 

Self-awareness has been empirically studied in psychology since the 1970s.Prior 

to thattime,only phenorhenological approaches were used. With Duval and Wicklund's 

(1972)definition that self-awareness wasthe capacity to become the object ofone'sown 

attention,it was possible to manipulate self-focus or create a state ofself-awareness by 

exposing subjects to stimuli thatreminded them oftheir object status(Morin&Everett, 

1991). Mirrors,tape recordingsofone'sown voice,and cameras have been very effective 

for creating a state ofself-awareness(Carver,1974;Carver&Scheier, 1978;Duval& 

Wicklund,1972;Morin&Everett, 1991). 

While instruments have been developed to study related concepts such as self-

conceptand self-esteem,few instruments were found that measure self-awareness.A 

self-consciousness scale was developed to measure atendency ofpeople to attend to their 

own feelings,attitudes,motives,or personality characteristics(Feningstein,Scheier,& 

Buss,1975).A distinction was made between self-consciousness and self-awareness. 

Self-consciousness is a trait and self-awareness is a state as a resultoftransient situational 

variables and/or chronic dispositions.The Self-Consciousness Scale was designed to 

measurethe trait. This scale is composed ofthree separate butrelated components ofself-

awareness:private self-consciousness assesses a person's attention to inner thoughts and 

feelings: public self-consciousness assesses a person's awareness as an objectofpublic 

interest,and social anxiety assesses personal discomfortin the presence ofothers.Nasby 

(1989)used this scale and reported that scores on the Private Self-Consciousness Scale 
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were related to reliability ofself-reported personality traits, whereas,self-awareness was 

not. 

Empirical Studies on Self-Awareness 

Much ofthe nursing literature on self-awareness is descriptive rather tban 

empirical.This literature focuses onhow self-awareness is developed and how its 

developmentis facilitated(Bumard,1984,1986,1988;Jerome&Ferranro-McDuffie, 

1992;Keighley,1988;McGoran,1978;Nealon,1993;Rawlinson,1990).However,few 

empirical studies have been reported in the nursing literature. One qualitative study was 

conducted to determine how nurses at differentstages in their careers viewed self-

awareness(Smith,C., 1995).Thesample consisted of30individuals from three equal 

groups ofeducators,pre-registration student nurses,and staffnurses. Semi-structured 

interviews lasting a halfan hour were conducted.These interviews were audio taped and 

later transcribed.Data were analyzed using content analysis.Resultsshowed thatnoneof 

the nurses feltenoughtime had been allowed for self-development,thatthe issue ofself-

awareness should be addressed at an early stage in a nurse's education,and that self-

awareness is the recognition ofthe physical,social,psychological,and spiritual aspects of 

the individual. 

Journal writing has been suggested bysome authorsto increase self-awareness 

(Keighley,1988;Nealon,1993;Smith,C.,1995).However,in aresearch study 

conducted by Landeen,Byrne,and Brown(1992),findingsshowed thatthe use of 

journals assisted nursing students in exploring and changing their attitudes butdid not 

sigmficantly affecttheir interpersonal development.One ofthe reasons postulated forthis 
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lack ofimpactupon interpersonal development wasthat self-awareness involves more 

enduring behavior traits. This study was conducted with 35 studentnurses to examinethe 

relationship between self-awareness andjournal keeping.The total sample was divided 

into three groups.The experimental group,consisting of18 students,keptjournals which 

were used to reflect onthoughts and feelings experienced in their clinical rotation with 

psychiatric clients.Two student control groups wereincluded in whichjournals were not 

used.One control group was completing a psychiatric rotation,and the second group was 

completing a medical/surgical rotation.TheFundamentalInterpersonal Relations 

Orientation-Behavior(FIRO-B)developed by Shulz(1978)was administered to assess 

self-awareness pre and post clinical experience. Chi-square was used for analysis. There 

were no statistically significant differences in the groups on demographic data.Findings 

did notshow any statistical significantchangesin self-awareness in relations with others 

in any ofthe groups. 

Self-awareness and the therapeutic nurse-patient relationship was examined by 

Krikorian and Paulanka(1982).A tool czW&d Analysis ofPersonalBehavior in Groups 

wasused in a pre- and post-test design with both experimental and control groups of 

student nurses in thesamelong-term,psychiatric clinical setting.The experimental group 

used the tool as a stimiilus aroimd which discussion ofself-awareness or progresstoward 

individually-identified goals were verbalized during a conference.In the control group, 

individual goals were not shared or openly discussed.This group used the tool only on 

the first and last days,whenthey were asked to rate themselves according to 11 areas ona 

0to7pointrating scale.The areas onthe scale included:listening ability,trust. 
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willingness to express feelings,willingness to be influenced by others,tendency to 

monopolize the group,reaction to comments ofpersonal behavior,awareness ofthe 

feelings ofothers,understanding ofrationale forown actions,reaction to group conflict, 

reaction to expressions ofwarmth,reaction to opposing opinions.Nosample size for this 

study was given.After marking all the scales,students were encouraged to identify two or 

three areas in which they desired the mostpersonalchange.During the one hour 

conference for every clinical day,members ofthe experimental group were encouraged to 

discuss their growth in self-awareness and their concomitant developmentin the nurse-

patient relationship.Ethnographic techniques and simple statistical methods were used to 

analyze the data.Findingsshowed increased self-awareness for all students even in areas 

notdesignated for change and thatthose students whoshowed the mostquantitative 

progresstoward desired goals also demonstrated the greatest qualitative growth in their 

nurse-patient relationships. This increase was ascertained from verbal,written,and 

observational data. Although there was no statistical significance in their behavioral 

changes for both the experimental and the control groups,the authors concluded that self-

awareness served as a catalytic agentfor the nurse in developing a therapeutic 

relationship with the client. 

All ofthese studies involved studentnurses atsome pointin their educational 

experience.No empirical studies werefound in the nursing literature that address the self-

awareness levels ofindividuals entering the nursing profession atthe beginning oftheir 

educational experiences. 
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Self-Awareness and Empathy 

Theoretical supportfor a relationship between basic empathy and self-awareness 

has been suggested in the literature.Some authors have suggested thatself-awareness 

facilitates empathicfunctioning(Lammert,1986;Seeger,1977).In this respect,C.M. 

Davis(1990),a physical therapist,has noted thatempathy cannotbe taught,nor be made 

to occur at will;rather,empathy happens when an individual allows itto happen.His 

work supports the proposal ofarelationship between empathy and self-awareness when 

he stated thatempathyc^befacilitated by developing other attitudes and behaviorssuch 

as self-awareness and values clarification.Furthermore,he noted thatteachers can help 

develop empathy in students by facilitating experiencesthatincrease self-awareness, 

listening skills,awareness ofthe similarities in all human beings,and respect and 

tolerance for differences in people.Davis concluded with the recommendation that 

professional socialization should be centered on experiential learning ofself-awareness 

and therapeutic use ofoneselfwith patients and colleagues."Promoting attitudes and 

behaviorssuch as self-awareness,nonjudgmental positive regard for others,good 

listening skills,and self-confidence are suggested asimportantin the developmentof 

clinicians who will demonstrate an empathic willingness"(p.707). 

Based uponthe work ofSalovey and Mayer(1990),Goleman(1994,1998) 

defined emotional intelligence in terms ofmonitoring and regulating one'sownfeelings 

and the feelings ofothers and the use offeelingsto guide thoughtand action.Heincluded 

five basic emotional and social competenciesin his modelofemotional intelligence.Two 

ofthese competencies are self-awareness and empathy. 
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Theoretical supportfor a relationship between empathy and self-awareness has 

also been discussed in the nursing literature.Forinstance, Watson(1979)stated that .. 

a balanced sensitivity to one's feelings gives one afoundation for empathy with others. 

One mustrecognize,accept,and be willing to explore one's own feelings.Thatallows 

one to recognize and acceptthe feelings ofothers"(p. 17). Also,it is interesting to note 

thatempathy and self-awareness are both included by Carper(1978)in the four 

fundamental patterns ofknowing.Empathy was discussed as an importantmode in the 

aesthetic pattern ofknowing and Carper referred to the selfin the componentofpersonal 

knowing.She stated that"personal knowledge is concerned with the knowing, 

encoimtering and actualization ofthe concrete,individual self.... Such personal 

knowing extends not only to other selves but also in relations with one's self(p.18). 

The relationship between empathy and self-awareness has been reported in afew 

empirical studies.Forexample,aphenomenological study wasconducted by Baillie 

(1996)on empathy ofregistered nurses.Anopen,unstructured interview approach was 

used with nine experienced staffnurses who each had over a year ofsurgical experience. 

The sample waschosenfrom three surgical hospital units,and it was comprised 

predominantly offemales ofvarious ages.The interviews were taped and were 

transcribed verbatim. Colaizzi's method was used for analysis.The meanings were 

interpreted and seven main themes resulted.Findings revealed thatforsome nurses, 

empathyjust happens,rather than being a deliberate strategy which was used.Empathy 

depended upon personal and human qualities,such as being able to rmderstand,to trust, 

and to be honest.In addition,nurses need a natural ability to empathize,and self-
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awareness and reflective ability were considered as important qualities.The essential 

structure ofempathy derived from the analysis proposed that it is afeeling which is 

composed ofthoughts and emotions.Also,the ability to empathize is affected by personal 

attributes,previous personal and professional experience,knowledge about people,and 

how the empathizer is feeling.Furthermore,Baillie suggested that it wasthe intrapsychic 

element,or whatthe nurse is actually feeling,which is reflected through their nonverbal 

communication. 

In another study,an experimental research project wasconducted with a volimteer 

sample of106 senior baccalaureate nursing students at a major southeastern university to 

evaluate teaching with entertainment films(Wilt,Evans,Muenchen,&Guegold,1995). 

The Layton Empathy Test was used fourtimesin a semester as a measure oftrained 

empathy.Three treatmentgroups were assigned a specific teaching strategy including the 

following:Film/Guidance,a guided experience;Role Play/Guidance,role play situations; 

or Film/Discussion,an open discussion group following the entertainment film.The 

control group did notreceive a specific teaching strategy.Data were analyzed using 

repeated measures ofanalysis ofvariance(ANOVA).Findings showed thatthe use of 

entertainmentfilms with guidance was effective in teaching empathic responses,butthis 

learned empathy was not sustained overtime.Although the focusofthe study was notthe 

correlation between empathy and self-awareness,the authors suggested thatthe key 

elementinthe treatmentgroups wasthe guided discussion whichfollowed the films."A 

guided discussion thatfosters the individual's understanding ofhis or her own empathic 

response and when and how to use this response is proposed as the key to increasing 
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empathy scores"(Wiltet al., 1995,p. 13).In other words,self-awareness may be related 

to the developmentofempathy. 

A naturalistic study with ten terminally ill adult hospice patients and their hospice 

nurses was undertaken to explore the developmentofempathy in nurse-patient 

relationships. Again,although the focus was notthe relationship between empathy and 

self-awareness,findings did show that"the developmentofempathic relationships 

emphasizesthe importance ofa nurse's self-knowledge....It is the personal knowing 

that nurturesthe nurse's empathic capacity"(Raudonis,1995,p.72). 

Only afew empirical studies werefoimd inthe literature which actually tested 

some aspects ofempathy and self-awareness.For instance,public consciousness or 

awareness ofothers with regard to how others view the selfwas studied by M.H.Davis 

(1983b).In his study with 760undergraduate psychology students,findings showed a 

negative relationship between the Public Self-Consciousness Scale and the Perspective 

Taking subscale ofthe Interpersonal Reactivity Index(IRI),and a positive relationship 

betweenthe Public Self-Consciousness Scale and Fantasy,Empathic Concern,and 

Personal Distress subscales ofthe IRI.However,this study did notcorrelate theIRI with 

the Private Self-Consciousness Scale which is concemed with awareness ofone's innpr 

thoughts and feelings. 

Only one cognitive dimension ofempathy from theIRI was studied by Franzoi, 

Davis and Young(1985).Their study focused on self-awareness and perspective taking in 

131 married couples.Findings ofthis study suggestthat heterosexual relationship 

problems may result from deficits in either awareness ofoneself(private self-
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consciousness)or awareness ofothers(perspective taking).These results supportan 

importanttheoretical linkage between self-awareness and at least one dimension ofbasic 

empathy and have importantimplications for the nurse-client relationship. 

Another empirical study conducted by M.H.Davis and Franzoi(1991)examined 

empathy and self-awareness in 307high school students over athree yeartime span. 

Results revealed thatincreases werefound intwo subscales ofthe IRI,perspective taking 

and empathic concem,and a decrease in the personal distress subscale.Findings were 

consistent with the developmental view ofempathy.Self-awareness,as measured by the 

Self-Consciousness Scale,remained stable overtime with the degree ofyear-to-year 

stability increasing with age. 

The samplesin these studies were all populations other than nursing..Only one 

nursing study wasfound that provided supportfor the relationship between empathy and 

self-awareness(Cannon,1992).A descriptive correlational study wasconducted with 52 

nursing students based upon atheory ofperceptual empathy within the interpersonal 

system ofKing's General Systems Framework.A low butsignificant positive 

relationship wasfound between self-awareness and perceptual empathy(r=.37,p =.004) 

with self-awareness accounting for 14%ofthe variance in perceptual empathy when all 

other variables were considered.No significant differences werefound when comparing 

advanced clinical student nurses perceptual empathy with that ofbeginning clinical 

student nurses.Her proposed model ofempathy used King's interpersonal system as her 

conceptual framework and conceptualized empathy as in interactive process thatincluded 

three distinct phases;a perceptual phase,a communicative phase and atransactional 
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phase. While she can be commended for her iise ofa nursing conceptualframework, 

Cannon describes perceptual empathy asa uniquely personal process,and she stated that 

the perceptual phase ofempathy should logically begin with the self.However,Carmon 

wasonly concemed with those characteristics ofthe selfthat mightinfluence perceptual 

empathy,i.e.,self-awareness and social anxiety. Selfis a conceptin the personal system 

and should be discussed in relation to that system.In addition,the instrument used to 

measure empathy wasthe Kagan Affective Sensitivity Scale which measures state 

empathy(i.e.,trained)and this scale only measuresthe affective dimension ofempathy. 

Based upon herfindings,Carmon suggested that nurse educators needed to target 

personal characteristics,such as self-awareness as a wayto enhance perceptual empathy. 

Also,she recommended thatalarger,more diverse sample ofimdergraduate student 

nurses be used to explore this relationship further;The presentstudy differs from 

Cannon'sresearch inthat it conceptualizes atheory of empathy and self-awareness.In 

the personal system and will measure trait(basic)empathy and the traitofself-awareness. 

Summary 

Various viewson self-awareness have been discussed in the literature,and the 

nursing profession has borrowed many ofthese perspectives and incorporated them into 

education and practice.The selfhas been discussed in relation to modelsofthe selfor 

consisting ofseveral aspects.Aspects ofthe selfcited in the nursing literature are the 

physical self,the psychological self,the social self,and the spiritual self. Ofthe five 

models concerning the selfand self-awarenessthat have been proposed,two are nursing 

models(Atkins&Mmphy,1995;Bumard,1985). Self-awareness has been considered as 
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both a trait and a state.In this study,selfwill be conceptualized according to King's 

Personal System and measured as a trait which is consistent with that view. 

Research ofself-awareness in psychology has primarily involved experimental 

designs with manipulation ofself-awareness through the use ofmirrors,tape recorders, 

and cameras.Few self-report instruments have been developed.A self-consciousness 

scale was developed to measure the trait ofself-awareness orthe tendency to attend to 

one's ownfeelings,attitudes,and motives(Feningstein et al., 1975). 

While many studies in psychology have been conducted to study self-awareness, 

few studies have been conducted concerning this conceptin nursing.Thefocus ofstudies 

on self-awarenessin nursing have been primarily descriptive in nature.Afew empirical 

nursing studies have examined this conceptin terms ofself-awareness and the nurse-

patient relationship,the use ofjoumalsto increase self-awareness in student nurses,and 

reflections on self-awareness by nurses at different stages oftheir professional 

development. 

A theoretical linkage between self-awareness and empathy has been discussed in 

the nursing literature.However,only afew empirical studies exploring the relationship of 

self-awareness and empathy have been conducted.One nursing smdy wasfound that 

examined the relationship among self-awareness,empathy,and social anxiety. 

Because basic empathy and self-awareness have been identified as traits,further 

research needsto be conducted to examinethe association between these two traits. This 

study will address this need by studying basic empathy in relation to the trait ofself-

awareness(i.e.,self-consciousness).This study will add to that body ofnursing literature 
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on self-awareness and will address the lack ofstudies on self-awareness ofbaccalaureate 

pre-nursing students.In addition,the present study will extend the work ofKing with the 

testing ofa middle-range theory ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles 

which have been linked to King's personal system concepts ofperception,self,body 

image,and learning. 

Learning Styles 

DevelopmentofExperiential Learning Theory 

Experiential learning theory has been developing for over70 years(Daly,1996). 

In the late 1920s, JeanPiagk(1932),aFrench developmental psychologist and genetic 

epistemologist,studied developmental cognitive processes in children.He reported that 

intelligence arises as a productofthe child's interaction with the environmentand he 

used theterms assimilation and accommodation.Then John Dewey(1938)suggested that 

a pragmatic view ofabstractacademic work should be included into concrete realities for 

learners.Later,KurtLewin,with several colleagues,used action research,group 

dynamics,and T-groups to discern thatlearning is facilitated in an environment where 

there is dialogue and conflict between immediate concrete experience and analytic 

detachment(Marrow,1969).They suggested thatlearning begins with a here-and-now 

experience,followed by a collection ofdata and observations aboutthat experience.The 

data are analyzed and then throughfeedback,are shared with individuals who are 

experiencing this revelation,so thatthey can modify their behavior and choose new 

experiences.These three theorists provide the basic principles thatcombine experience. 
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perception,cognition,and behavior into a holistic and integrative experientiallearning 

theory(Daly,1996). 

Discussion ofExperiential Learning TheoryfELTt 

Experiential learning theory(ELT)has its basis in the disciplines ofsocial 

psychology,philosophy,and cognitive psychology(Sherbinski,1994).ELTintegrated 

behavioral and cognitive theories by combining experience,perception,cognition,and 

behavior(Amdt&Underwood,1989).Itis an eclectic approach thatintegrates learning 

theory,individual development,and personality types.ELT makestwo basic assumptions 

(Sherbinski,1994).These assumptions are that people leam from theimmediate,here-

and-now experience,as well asfrom concepts and books and that peopleleam differently 

according to their preferred learning styles(Smith,D.&Kolb,1986).The characteristics 

ofELT are the following: 

•Learning is best conceived as a process,ratherthan in terms ofoutcomes. 

•Learning is a continuous processthatis grounded in experience. 

•The process oflearning requires the resolution ofconflicts between dialectically 

opposed modesofadaptation to the world. 

•Learning is a holistic process in which one adaptsto the environment. 

• Learning involvestransactions between individuals and the environment. 

•Learning is aprocess ofcreative knowledge(Kolb,1984; 

Smith,D.&Kolb,1986). 
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Kolb's Experiential Learning Theory 

Kolb(1976)proposed alearning modelconsisting ofa cycle offour phases based 

onthe relationship oftwo dimensions ofcognitive growth and learning:the concrete-

abstract dimension and the active-reflective dimension.Learners perceive information 

from the environment either concretely or abstractly and they process thatinformation 

either actively or reflectively. Thefour phases are: (1)Concrete Experience(CE)in 

which the learner is involved in a specific experience,(2)Reflective Observation(RO)in 

which the learner reflects on this concrete experience from different points ofview to 

give it meaning,(3)Abstract Conceptualization(AC)in which the learner integrates the 

meaningsfrom this experience with those from other personal experiences to develop 

personal explanations,concepts or theories,or with concepts and theories proposed by 

others,to draw conclusions,and(4)Active Experimentation(AE)in which these 

conclusions are used to guide decision-making and planning ofrelated actions which are 

then implemented.Each phase ofthe cycle emphasizes differentlearning experiences and 

these four sets oflearning abilities are referred to as learning modes.Individuals vary on 

the particular mode oflearning thatthey rely on most heavily and this results in a certain 

style oflearning.Based uponthetwo dimensions,Kolb developed the Learning Style 

Inventory(Kolb,1976),which wasrevised in 1985(Smith,D.&Kolb,1986).Each of 

the learning styles is a combination ofthesetwo dimensions.Thefour different learning 

styles are the following:divergers(combining concrete experience and reflective 

observation),assimilators(combining reflective observation and abstract 

conceptualization),convergers(combining abstract conceptualization and active 
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experimentation),and accommodators(combining active experimentation and concrete 

experience).Although the Learning Style Inventory(LSI)has been frequently used in 

nursing research,its construct validity and reliability have been called into question 

(Atkinson,1988,1989;Bourguignon,1994;Freedman&Stumpt,1978;Merritt& 

Marshall,1984;Nathan,1997;Sims,Veres,Watson,&Buckner,1986; West,1982)and 

it is notrecommended for nursing research(DeCoux,1990).However,some authors have 

argued thatthe experiential learning model has merit and remains a useful framework for 

understanding professional learning(Allinson&Hayes,1988; Cavanagh,Hogan,& 

Ramgopal,1995;DeCoux,1990). 

The ConceptofLearning Stvles 

According to the dictionary(Webster's,1996),learning is"the act or process of 
.. r 

acqmnng knowledge or skill"(p. 1095)and style is"a particular,distinctive,or 

characteristic mode ofaction or manner ofacting"(p. 1890).Learning styles have been 

conceived as the modusoperandi that students use to masterthe contentofa subject or 

task(Haislett,Hughes,Atkinson,& Williams,1993). J. W.Keefe(1979)defined learning 

style as the characteristic cognitive,affective,and physiological behaviors that serve as 

relatively stable indicators ofhow learners,perceive,interact with,and respond to the 

learning environment"(p.4). 

There has been alack ofclear definition and lack ofconsensus aboutlearning 

styles(Dunn,1981,1984).For example,although they are notthe same,cognitive styles, 

cognitive maps,learning modalities,learning strategies,and learning preferences have 

been used interchangeably with learning styles. However,researchers do seem to agree 
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thatlearning styles do notimply degree ofintelligence and thatthey describe how an 

individual processes stimuli ratherthanhow many and how wellthey are processed 

(Thompson&Crutchlow,1993). 

Nurse educators need to considerthe learning styles oftheir students because they 

are a significantfactorin how people leam(Kolb,1984;Vittoe&Hooker,1983). 

Learning style theory postulates that students will be motivated toleam and willleam 

better ifthey are taughtthe waythey prefer(Yoder,1994).In addition,when students 

havea greaterimderstanding oftheir ownlearning needs,they will be more actively 

involved in their learning(Kelly,E.,1997).Findingsshow that when studentsknow their 

own learning styles and howthey process information,they have more confidence in 

transferring their knowledge to clinical practice(Garcia-Otero&Teddlie,1992).Honey 

and Mumford(1992)noted thatthe wayin which people leam affects everything else and 

is the mostimportantoflife skills. However,interrelationships among empathy,self-

awareness,and learning styles ofindividuals have not been clearly delineated. 

Models ofLeaming Styles 

Based uponthe assumptionsand characteristics ofELT,leaming style theories 

and instrumentsto measurethem were developed.Over20differentinstruments have 

been discussed in the literature.Thus,leaming style theories have been organized into 

primarily four models(Cleverly,1994;Griggs,Griggs,Dunn,&Ingham,1994;Partridge, 

1983). Thesefour modelsinclude the following: 

(1). Social interaction modelsinclude field independence-dependence developed 

by Witkin and others in the late 1940s(Witkin,Moore,Goodenough,&Cox, 
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1977).This model entails a global versus an analytic wayofperceiving and is 

the ability to perceive items without being influenced by the background. 

(2).Personality dimensions modelsinclude the Myers-Briggs Model(1967) 

which includes relatively stable traits ofbasic personality. This modelis 

based on Jimg'stheories ofbehavior.It entailstwo waysofperceiving,by 

sensing or by intuition,andtwo waysofjudging,by thinking or byfeeling 

(3).Information-processing modelssuch asthe Kolb Learning Model(1976)and 

the Honey and Mumford learning cycle(1992).These models are eclectic 

integrative approaches incorporating learning theory,individual development, 

and personality types.These modelsfocus primarily on experiential learning 

(4). Multidimensional and instructional preference models(Dunn,Dunn,&Price, 

1982).Instructional preference is related to the methods,resources,or 

approachesthatstudents prefer.Forexample,the Productivity Environmental 

Preference Survey focuses on21 variables oflearning styles including 

environmental concems,personality dimensions,social interactions, 

physiologic inclinations,and global versus analytic information processing 

preferences(Dunn et al., 1982). 

The presentstudy applied experiential learning theory to King's General Systems 

Framework because the assumptions underlying experiential learning theory are 

congruent with those ofnursing and nursing education(Laschinger&Boss,1984).In 

addition,both experiential learning theory and King's General Systems Framework 

emphasizethe holistic view ofmanand the importance ofthe individual(Joyce-Nagata, 
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1996;Laschinger&Boss,1984).Preferred learning styles integrate well with principles 

of education and with King's assumptions aboutindividuals. These principles include the 

following:a learner's experiences are to be respected,a person's readiness to learn is 

related to his or her evolving social roles,and learners are problem oriented(Brazen& 

Roth,1995).Furthermore,both experiential learning and asystems approach use an 

information processing model.Honey and Mumford(1992)and King(1986)view 

learning as a dynamic and lifelong process with active involvement. 

Learning Stvles Questionnaire 

- The Learning Styles Questionnaire(Honey&Mumford,1992)was developed and 

used primarily in the United Kingdom to assess learning styles(Cavanagh,Hogan& 

Ramgopal,1994).Although the stages in the learning cycle originated from the work of 

Kolb,the terminology for the stages and learning styles based onthe cycle are different 

from that suggested by Kolb(McLeod et al., 1995).In addition,the Learning Styles 

Questionnaire(LSQ)wasbased on observable bahavior rather than the psychological 

basis for that behavior(Allinson&Hayes,1988). 

Thefour stages ofthe learning cycle consists ofexperiencing,reviewing, 

concluding,and planning.Toleam from an experience,an individual has to do four 

things:(1)review the experience by reflection,(2)reach conclusions aboutwhat went 

well and whatcould have gone better,(3)plan whatto do differently or better,and(4) 

implementthe plan,which isin itselfan experience.These four stages are recycled.Many 

people are imcomfortable with allfour stages ofthe learning cycle because they have 

developed different learning styles,or characteristic waysofdoing things,which affects 
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their skills and willingness to do different parts ofthe process.Based on this learning 

cycle,an individual's learning was classified into four styles: activists,reflectors, 

theorists,and pragmatists. Activists are characterized as being open-minded to new ideas 

and ventures.Onthe other hand,reflectors are seen as careful and cautious in their 

approachto new ideas. Theorists adopta rational and logical approach to problems or 

new situations while pragmatists tend to be practical and realistic in their thinking and are 

less interested in theory or basic principles. Therefore,activists tend to have lots of 

experience(Stage 1),reflectors do lots ofreviewing(Stage 2),theorists reach conclusions 

(Stage 3),and pragmatists make plans(Stage 4). 

• Possessing all four styles equips you bestfor the process oflearning from 

experience. Unfortunately,only2%ofpeople have strong preferencesfor all four styles 

while 35%have strong preference for one style,24%have strong preference fortwo 

styles,20%have strong preference forthree styles,and 19%have no strong preferences 

at all(Honey,1988). 

Honey and Mumford'slearning styles are congruent with King's discussion on 

learmng.First,it is asystems approach based on an information processing model. 

King's approach to learning is also foimded in a systems approach based on an 

information processing model.Information process models start with perception of 

concrete things in the environment(having an experience).A relationship ofthis 

perception with something already experienced isformed(reviewing the experience). 

Concepts are developed,rules are formed,and conclusions are drawn by making 

generalizations aboutthings(concluding from the experience).The final step is problem 
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solving(planning the next steps).In addition.King and Honey and Mumford draw jfrom 

Lewin'slife space concept which states thatindividuals respond as a unified whole.King 

(1986)wrote that"each learner develops,grows,and leams asa whole person"(p.24). 

Furthermore,developmentofHoney and Mumford's learning styles was based on 

observable behavior.King's(1986)definition oflearning states thatlearning is evaluated 

in observable behaviors and is mferred from behavioral manifestations.Animportant 

characteristic oflearning is that individuals mustbeinvolved in the process.Finally^ 

these three theorists believe thatlearners bring to the learning situation their unique 

background ofexperiences with a differentlearning style and by matebing the teacher's 

mode ofpresentation ofinformation to the individual's learning style,learning will be 

enhanced. 

Nursing Studies on Learning Styles 

Before the late 1980s,nursing studies oflearning styles were limited in quantity 

and scope(Wells&Higgs,1990).In areview ofthe nursing literature,de Tomyay(1984) 

foimd only 37articles that addressed the teaching/leaming process in nursing education. 

None ofthese articles included a specific conceptual modelto study nursing students' 

learning styles. Since thattime,learning styles have been studied extensively,many of 

them haveincluded aconceptual model.Forexample,field independence vs.field 

dependence(Blagg,1985;Garity,1985;Hodson,1985;Norris,1986;Ostrow,1986), 

approachesto studying(Lapeyre,1992),cognitive style mapping(Cranston&McCort, 

1985;Nortridge,Mayeux,Anderson,&Bell,1992),mediation abilities(Drmcan,1996; 

Wells&Higgs,1990),receptive or discovery(Seidl&Sauter,1990),experiential 
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learning(Brazen&Roth,1995;Brudenell&Carpenter, 1990;Cavanagh et al., 1995; 

Chase,1995; Daly, 1996;DeCoux,1987,1990;Fojtasek,1988;Goldricket al., 1993; 

Haislett etal,1993;Highfield,1988;Hodges,L.C.,1988;Hodges,S.A.,1988; 

Jambunathan,1995;Johanson,1987;Joyce-Nagata,1996;Katz,N.&Heimann,1991; 

Keane,1993;Kelly,E.,1986,1997;Kirchhoff&Holzemer,1979;Koontz,1998; 

Laschinger,1986,1992;Laschinger&Boss,1984,1989;Merritt,1983;Nyamathi, 

Chang,Sherman,&Grech,1989;Rakoczy 8c Money,1995;Remington&Kroll, 1990; 

Ridley,Laschinger,&Goldenberg,1995;Sherbinski,1994;Stutsky&Laschinger,1995; 

Sutcliffe, 1993;Zemaitis,1987),deep and surface learning(Stiemborg,Guy,&Tinker, 

1997),modeslearning(Verhey,1993),learning preferences(Linares,1989;Ostmoe,Van 

Hoozer,Scheffel,&Crowell,1984),instructional preference(Cavanagh&Coffin,1994), 

multidimensional and instructional preference(Billings,1991;Garcia-Otero&Teddlie, 

1992;Griggs et al., 1994;J. S.Morse Oberer,Dobbins,&Mitchell,1998). 

Manyofthese studies have been descriptive in nature andfew experimental 

studies have been conducted.In addition,manyofthe results have been insignificant or 

contradictory with otherfindings. While studies have explored the psychosocialfactors of 

age,gender,ethmcity,marital status,parental status,andfamily income in relation to 

learning styles,no studies werefound which explored the relationships among learning 

styles,basic empathy,self-awareness or birth order. Birth order is a psychosocialfactor 

which should be studied in relation to basic empathy because previous studies have 

indicated arelationship between birth order and empathy(Stotland&Dunn,1963; 

Stotland& Walsh,1963;Taylor,1972). 
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The Nature ofKing's Science 
) 

From King's conceptual model middle-range theories have been derived.For 

example,the Theory ofGoal Attainment(King,1981)and a middle-range theory of 

nursing administration were derived from the General Systems Framework(King,1989). 

In addition,Sieloff(1995)developed a middle-range theory ofnursing departmental 

system power,Frey(1989)developed a middle-range theory ofsocial supportand health. 

Wicks(1995)developed atheory offamily health,and Doombos(1995)developed a 

theory offamily health in the contextofchronic mental illness. Carmon(1992)proposed 

a middle-range theory ofperceptual empathy and self-awareness within King's 

interpersonal system. Finally,an implicittheory ofnursing empathy,within the context 

ofthe personal,interpersonal,and social systems,has been made explicit(Alligood,et 

al., 1995,1998;Fawcett& Whall,1995). 

Instrumentdevelopment using King's framework have included King's(1988) 

own work to develop and determine the psychometric properties ofthe Criterion-

Referenced Measure ofGoal Attainment Tool and Sieloffs(1995)research,which 

focused on developmentand testing ofatoolto measure nursing departmental power. 

Rawlins, Rawlins, and Home(1990)based their Family Needs AssessmentTool,which 

was designed to evaluate the special needs ofthe families ofchronically ill children,on 

the Theory ofGoal Attainment. 

Individuals,dyads,triads,and other groups,and families,social organizations, 

and health care systems can be studied wdthin King'sframework and both qualitative 

(Alligood et al, 1995;Alligood&May,in press;Kameoka,1995;Rooke&Norberg, 
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1988;Rundell,1991)and quantitative research studies can be conducted(Doombos, 

1995;Frey,1995;Froman,1995;Hanna,1995;Hobdell,1995;Houfek,1992;Kneeshaw, 

1990;McGirr,Rukholm,Salmoni,O'Sulllivan,&Keren,1990).A book with discussions 

ofextensions or tests ofKing's work(Frey& Sieloff, 1995)has been published and 

several doctoral dissertations and master's theses have been guided by the General 

SystemsFramework orthe Theory ofGoal Attainment. 

This study will extend the work ofKing with the testing ofa middle-range theory 

ofbasic empathy using personal system concepts.The concepts ofperception,self,body 

image and learning,within the personal system are linked with the concepts ofbasic 

empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles. 

ChapterSummary 

Many different perspectives have contributed to animderstanding ofempathy. 

Based uponthese perspectives,different conceptualizations ofempathy have been 

postulated and varied approaches have been used to measure empathy.However,two 

common assumptions aboutempathy have emergedfrom these perspectives. First, 

empathy is asocial and personalphenomenon and second,empathy develops overtime 

and influences behavior. 
\

\ 

Empathy became animportantfocusin nursing in the 1950s.Since thattime,the 

conceptofempathy has evolved and is now recognized as a multidimensional construct 

involving different dimensions.In addition,two t5q)es ofempathy,basic and trained,have 

been delineated. 
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Mostnursing studies have focused on trained empathy and further study needs to 

be conducted about basic empathy.Therefore,this study will extend the knowledge base 

about basic empathy and its importance in the personal knowing that individuals bring 

with them into their educational and clinical experiences as student nurses. 

While self-awareness has been studied extensively in psychology,until recently, 

little attention had been devoted to this conceptin nursing.The importance ofthe concept 

ofself-awareness to nursing has beenshown because itimpacts both the nurse and the 

nurse's interaction with the client. Various perspectives have been used to study this 

concept.Empirical supportfor this concept has been demonstrated in the discipline of 

psychology,butfew studies have been conducted with this conceptin nursing,and most 

studies have been descriptive in nature.Further study ofthis importantnursing conceptis 

imperative. This study will extend the knowledge ofwhatis known aboutself-awareness 

in pre-nursing students. 

Learning styles have been studied extensively in nursing overthe pastten years 

butmanyofthe studies have been descriptive in nature focusing on age,education,and 

speciality.Few studies have been conducted concerning learning styles and its 

relationship to other personality traits such as empathy or self-awareness.In addition,by 

incorporating asystemstheory oflearning into King's General Systems Framework, 

knowledge about personal systems will be extended. 

Although the nursing literature on basic empathy and self-awareness is recent,and 

few in number,itlends supportto the proposal ofarelationship between basic empathy 

and self-awareness.Theoretical supportofthe relationship between self-awareness to 
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basic empathy has beenshownthrough this literature review,butadditional empirical 

studies need to be conducted to supportthis relationship. Furthermore,no studies were 

found which studied empathy and self-awareness ofstudents who had made a choice fora 

nursing career buthad not yettaken any clinical or didactic courses in nursing. 

Therefore,this study extends whatis known aboutthe relationship ofbasic empathy and 

self-awareness ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students. Theoretical support has also been 

found for basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles,butno empirical studies 

have been conducted to supportthis relationship.A unique nursing perspective on basic 

empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles will resultin a better understanding of 

students' personalsystems and amore holistic teaching approach with studentnurses. 
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CHAPTERIII 

METHOD 

The purpose ofthis study wasto test a middle-range theory ofbasic empathy 

derived from anursing theory ofpersonalsystem empathy based upon King's General 

SystemsFramework.Relationshipsamong basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning 

styles were examined.Theresearch design,setting and sample,instruments used,data 

collection procedures,data analysis,and the protection ofhuman subjects are described 

below. 

Research Design 

A descriptive cross-sectional correlational research design was used in this study 

to examinethe relationshipsamong basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles of 

baccalaureate pre-nursing students.This design provided an approach to investigate all of 

the interrelationshipsin the research questions and to testthe hypothesis:basic empathy, 

self-awareness,and learning styles ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students are related. 

Students were asked to complete:(1)the HoganEmpathy Scale and the Questioimaire 

Measure ofEmotionalEmpathy to measure their basic empathy levels,(2)the revised 

Private Self-Consciousness subscale and the Public Self-Consciousness subscale to 

measure their self-awareness,(3)the Learning Styles Questionnaire to determine their 

learning styles,and(4)the PersonalInformation Questioimaire to investigate 

psychosocizd factors. Scoresfrom these instruments were correlated using a canonical 
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correlation.Oneofthe strengths ofthis design wasthat it permitted alarge numberof 

interrelationships to be examined. 

Sample and Setting 

Thetarget population consisted ofthose freshman,sophomore,andjunior 

undergraduate students with a declared nursing major enrolled at public institutions in 

southeastem states.To be eligible for the study,students had to meetthefollowing 

criteria:(1)be enrolled as an undergraduate pre-nursing student,(2)havejust begun their 

didactic or clinical courses in nursing,(3)not be aregistered nurse,and(4)be 18 years of 

age or older and willing to complete the research instruments. 

Thesample was a nonprobability convenience sample offull-time or part-time 

baccalaureate pre-nursing students.Nonprobability sampling hasthe advantage ofthe 

capability to access large numbersofsubjects(LoBiondo-Wood and Haber,1998).There 

weretwo dependent variables and 12independent variables.A sample size of20 subjects 

per variable wasdetermined necessary for the analysis(Stevens,1996).Thus,a minimnm 

sample size of280wasrequired. 

A total numberof424students chose to participate in this study from eight 

different sites. One-way analysis ofvariance was used to determine whether participants, 

defined by site,differed between sites on the instruments to measure basic empathy,self-

awareness,or learning styles(See Table A-1,Appendix A).There were no significant 

differencesfor participants based upon site. 

The sample size was adjusted to atotal of380 after datafrom 17subjects who 

were associate or diploma nurses were removed.Additionally,data from 16subjects were 
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removed because morethan 15%ofdata were missing for one variable(George& 

Mallery,1999)andtwo subjects did notreport their age.Stevens(1996)suggested that 

scores overthree or more standard deviationsfrom the mean could be considered outliers. 

Nine outliers were removed from the sample. With asample size of380,asmall effect 

size can be detected in the population with apower of.95 atthe.05 level ofsignificance 

(Kraemer&Theimann,1987). 

Data were collected ateight different nursing programs.Using morethan one site 

allowsfor greater generalization offindings.Nursing programsincluded in this study 

werefour-year baccalaureate programsin public institutions in the southeastthat had 

been accredited by the NationalLeaguefor Nursing.Private institutions were not 

included in the study because many ofthe private nursing programs are affiliated with 

religious institutions and may require classes in religion or where students may have 

more experiential knowledge or required course work which could affectthe student 

nurse's level ofempathy or self-awareness. Subjects were recruited asintact groups 

attending nursing classes or orientation sessions. 

Data Collection Instruments 

In addition to the personal information questiormaire(See Appendix B),four self-

reportinstruments were used in this study.These instruments werethefollowing:the 

HoganEmpathy Scale,the EmotionalEmpathic Tendency Scale,the revised Private and 

Public Self-Consciousness subscales,and the Learning Styles Questiormaire.Each 

instrumentis discussed below. 
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Hogan Empathy Scale(HES^ 

Basic empathy is related to sensory perception and to thoughts in understanding 

another person.The HoganEmpathy Scale(See Appendix C)was a trait instrument 

selected to measure basic empathy in this study.This scale was originated in 1969 by 

Robert Hogan who developed this instrumentto measure empathy within aframework of 

atheory on moral development.Empathy was described as an innate social sensitivity,or 

the ability to take on another's role(Hogan,1975).Thisinstrument wasselected to 

measure basic empathyfor this study because the central purpose ofthe instrument was to 

assess trait empathy bythe degree to which individuals perceived the inner experience of 

others. 

The HES is adichotomous instrument with true/false response alternatives. The 

original scale had64items.Further development Ofthe initial instrument,the numberof 

items was reduced to 39 with acorrelation of.90to the original scale(Grief&Hogan, 

1973).Twenty items are keyed true and 19items are keyed false.An empathy score is 

based uponthe numberofanswers thatHogan identified as being reflective ofan 

empathic individual.Responses which match the keyed answer are valued atone point 

and those not matching the key are scored as zero. Subjects'responses are summed 

yielding araw score which ranges from0to 39 with higher scores indicative ofhigher 

empathy. 

Hogan used Q sort methodology to establish content,criterion-related,and 

construct validity in the original developmentofthe instrument.Q sort methodology is an 

ordinal scaling technique based on small sampling theory with the primary concem being 
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the selection ofitemsforthe Q sortso thatthose selected will be representative ofthe 

universe to be measured.Sourcesfor the items can include the literature, existing 

measures,and/or preliminary interviews with significant individuals(Waltz,Strickland, 

&Lenz,1991). 

Content validity was established with fourteen individuals who were asked to 

describe their conceptofa highly empathic person using 50items selected from the 1CD-

item California Qsort(Block,1961).These Q sort descriptions were intercorrelated and 

the estimated reliability using the Spearman-Brownformulafor the total composite was 

.94. Criterion validity was established by correlating this criterion with asample ofICQ 

military officers and asecond sample of45 research scientists and66student engineers. 

Validity wasreported to be.62(Hogan,1969). Construct validity was established through 

convergent validity. Correlations between.40 arid .71 were reported when the Hogan 

Empathy Scale wascompared with other personality assessmenttools such asthe Ego 

Strength Scale and the Edwards Scale for Social Desirability(Hogan,1969). 

Furthermore,construct validity was established through factor analysis(Griefand Hogan, 

1973).A factor analysis by Johnson,Cheek,and Smither(1983)yielded four factors,all 

ofwhich were conceptual aspects ofcognitive empathy. 

A sample of50college imdergraduates was used by Hoganto assess the reliability 

ofthe scale through atest-retest correlation.The correlation after atwo month interval 

was.84.Using the KR-21 formula,the scores of100 military officers yielded a 

coefficient of.71.Black and Phillips(1982)found atest-retest correlation of.92. 
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TheHES has been used extensively with nursing populations(Alligood nee Raile, 

1983,1991;Brown&Hunter,1987;Brunt,1985;Bussa,1993;Evans et al., 1997; 

Forsyth,1979;Holt-Ashley,1985;MacDonald,1977; Reynolds&Presly, 1988;Sheer, 

1989;Wilt et al., 1995).In one study comparing empathy instruments,the HES wasrated 

asthe most valid and mostreliable instrument(Chlopan,McCain,Carboimell,&Hagen, 

1985). 

Emotional EmpathicTendencv Scale tEETSl 

Forthe purposes ofthis study the EmotionalEmpathic Tendency Scale 

(Mehrabian&Epstein,1972)was anotherinstrumentused to measure basic empathy. 

This scale wasselected because it was developed specifically to measurethe emotional 

response to the perceived emotionalexperiences ofothers and it is a trait instrument(See 

Appendix D). Each item onthis 33-item instruihent(16 positive items and 17negative 

items)is rated on ascale ranging from minusfour(very strong disagreement)to plusfour 

(very strong agreement).To compute atotal basic empathy score,the signs ofasubject's 

responses onthe negatively worded items are reversed and then all 33responses are 

summed.Thus,the range ofpossible scores is minus 132to plus 132.Higher positive 

scores indicate greater empathy.An example ofitems on the Emotional Empathic 

Tendency Scale(EETS)isthefollowing:Itendto getemotionally involved with a 

friend'sproblems. 

Theitems were selected from alarger set ofitems onthe basis ofinsignificant 

correlations with the Crowne and Marlowe's(1960)social desirability scale,with 

significant(p=.01)correlations with the total score on the scale,and with content 
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validity from factor analyses ofalarger pool ofitems(Mehrabian&Epstein,1972).The 

scale hasseven suhscales with intercorrelations significant atthe.01 level and exceed 

0.30 in all instances.TheEETS wasnormed with males with a mean of43and standard 

deviation of22.A split halfreliability ofr=.84 was computed and validity was 

demonstrated by showing that scores onthe measure predicted both aggression(low 

empathy subjects showed greater aggression than high empathy subjects)and helping 

behavior.In another study the reliability fortheEETS wasreported as.74for asample of 

364students and.77for asample of279students.The correlation ofindividual items 

revealed no weakitems(Koch,1991).Aspreviously stated,in areview ofempathy 

measures,Choplan et al.,(1985)concluded thattheEETS and the HoganEmpathy Scale 

were thetwo empathy instruments having the mostextensive supportin terms of 

reliability and validity. 

A previous research study conducted byKoch(1991)with 190 medical students 

\ised both the HES and theEETS.Shefoimd a moderatelylow but positive correlation 

(r=.25.p<.05).Koch suggested thatthetwo basic empathy measures shared some 

variance in common buttappedtwo different componentsofbasic empathy.Furthermore, 

in another study(Marshall,W.L.&Marie,1996)conducted with29child molesters and 

29community malesfmdingsrevealed astrong relationship(r=60,p<.01)between 

scores on thetwo measures ofbasic empathy. 

Revised Private and Public Self-Consciousness Suhscales 

In this study self-awareness was defined as adevelopmental human trait of 

attending to one'sown perceptions offeelings,attitudes,motives,or personality 
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characteristics and a trait ofattending to think about self-aspects thatform impressions in 

other people's eyes.The revised Private and Public Self-Consciousness subscales(See 

Appendix E)were used to operationalize self-awareness.The Private Self-Consciousness 

subscale was developed to assess"the tendency to think aboutand attend to the more 

covert,hidden aspects ofthe self,aspects that are personal in nature and not easily 

accessible to the scrutiny ofother persons—for example,one's privately held beliefs, 

aspirations,values,and feelings"(Scheier&Carver,1985,p.687).The revised Public 

Self-Consciousness subscale was developed to assess"the tendency to think aboutthose 

self-aspects that are matters ofpublic display,qualities ofthe selffrom which 

impressions areformed in other people's eyes-for example,one's overt behavior, 

mannerisms,stylistic quirks,and expressive qualities(Scheier& Carver,1985,p.687). 

Furthermore,the trait(the tendency to direct attention inward or outward)ofself-

awarenessrather than the state(self-directed attention as aresult ofeither transient 

situational variables,chronic dispositions,or both)is measured with these subscales. 

The revised Private and Public Self-Conscious subscales consistof16items in a 

likert-type format which asks the respondentsto indicate the extentto which each 

statementis like them.The questionnaire requires subjectsto provide responses on a4-

point scale,ranging from0(Notat all like me)to 3(A lotlike me).Fifteen ofthe items 

are positively worded;however,one item is negatively worded and will need to be 

reversed prior to scoring.Participants'scores are determined bysumming the scores on 

the nine items onthe private subscale and summing the scores on the seven public 

subscale items.Thus,scores can range from0to 27on the private subscale and0to 21 on 
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the public subscale.Higher scores are indicative ofhigher levels ofprivate or public self-

awareness.An example ofthe items used on the revised Private Self-Consciousness 

subscale is thefollowing:Igenerallypay attention to myinnerfeelings.An example of 

the items used on the revised Public Self-Consciousness subscale is the following:I'm 

concernedaboutmystyle ofdoing things. 

Validity for the original scale was determined through factor analysis with all 

itemsloaded above.40 with their appropriate factor.Item analyses indicated thatnone of 

the items wasendorsed in one direction by morethan85%ofthe sample(Feinstein, 

Scheier,&Buss,1975).The original scale was administered to a second group of152 

college undergraduates and factor loadings and norms were essentially the same. 

Reliability was determined with anew sample of84subjects who completed the scale 

with atwo week interval between administrations. Test-retest correlations for the original 

subscales were computed as.79 on both subscales. Cronbach alphafor the original scale 

was.69for private self-consciousness and.79for public self-consciousness. 

The major changesin the revision consisted ofreplacing abstract wording of15 

items ofthe original scale with less confusing terminology and the deletion ofone item 

which could not be made more understandable and still load onthe appropriate factor. 

Validity for the revised subscales was determined with asample of298 undergraduates to 

compare the psychometric properties ofthe old scale to the revised scale.Factor analysis 

was performed(Scheier and Carver,1985)and revealed thatthe factor structure ofthe 

original scale had remained stable overtime.In addition,because the revised scale was 

very similar to that ofthe original scale,the authors observed thatthe revised scale 
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seemed to representan appropriate substitute for the original scale.Further,subscale 

intercorrelations among and between the original and revised scales revealed a similar 

pattern. All ofthe correlations between each ofthe three subscales onthe original scale 

and its counterparton the revised scale were all in thelow to mid.80s.Thus,the revised 

subscales provided data that were quite similar to the data provided by the original 

subscales. 

Separate Cronbach alphasfor each subscale were computed to determine the 

intemal consistency ofthe revised scales.The revised Private Self-Consciousness 

subscale had a Cronbach alpha of.75 and the revised Public Self-Consciousness subscale 

had a Cronbach alpha of.84.These alphas were slightly higherthan the subscale alphas 

computed for the original scale(Scheier&Carver,1985). 

Test-retest reliability ofthe revised subscales was assessed.A separate sample of 

135 subjects completed the scale twice,with a4-week interval between administrations. 

The test-retest correlation for the revised Private Self-Consciousness subscale was.76 

and for the revised Public Self-Consciousness subscale the correlation was.71 (Scheier& 

Carver,1985).Inastudy with 54 nursing students,Cronbach's alpha computed for the 

revised Private Self-Consciousness subscale was.57(Carmon,1992). 

The revised scale was normed vwth a sample of213 undergraduate men and 85 

undergraduate women.There was a significant difference between the meansfor men and 

women on private self-consciousness(p <.01)with women scoring higherthan men 

(Scheier&Carver,1985). 
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Learning Styles Questionnaire 

The Learning Styles Questionnaire(LSQ)developed by Honey and Mumford 

(1992)wasfirst published in 1982and revised in 1986and again in 1992(See Appendix 

F).It is an instrumentthat has primarily been used in the United Kingdom to measure 

learning styles and it has been used successfully with nursing students(Cavanagh, 

Hogan&Ramgopal,1994;Dux,1989).In developing the LSQ,the approach wasto 

concentrate on observable behavior rather than the psychological basis for that behavior. 

This80items instrument containsfour subscales of20randomly-ordered items which 

corresponds to one ofthe four learning styles ofactivists,reflectors,theorists,or 

pragmatists.Respondents are asked to circle an A orD to indicate broad agreement or 

disagreementrespectively.Thefour styles are equivalentto the four stages ofthe 

experientiallearmng cycle.TheLSQ is scored by summing one pointfor each item that is 

circled as agree and no points for items that are circled as disagree.Thus,an individual's 

score can rangefrom0to 20on each ofthefour subscales.A higher score is indicative of 

a stronger preference for thatlearning style.Animportant advantage ofthis instrument is 

that individual scores can be computed for comparison with other variables and group 

scores can also be compared to normed groups.Thus,the scores on the four subscales can 

be compared with asample of189student nurses or with the general normsfor 3,500 

people that were published in the learning styles manual. 

The instrument wasnormed by classifying the relative strengths oflearning style 

preferences into the following categories: 
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A=very strong preference 

B=strong preference 

C=moderate preference 

D=low preference 

E=very low preference 

The scores for over onethousand people were divided into these categories and a normal 

curve resulted.Data collected since 1982 based on populations totaling 3,500 have 

confirmed these general norms.Forsome individuals,no strongly preferred style emerges 

and these individuals are called allrounders because they adopta variety ofstyles 

(Ramprogus,1988). 

Reliability ofthe LSQ was established by using asample of50individuals in a 

test-retest with atwo-week interval between administrations. The overall Pearson 

product-moment correlation wasfound to be.89.The subscale correlations for theorist, 

reflector,pragmatist,and activist were.95,.92,.87,and .81,respectively. 

To establish validity,two small-scale studies compared theLSQ with the Kolb 

Learning Styles Inventory(1976)and found major differences in findings on apparently 

similar items.However,given the different approaches to the design ofquestions and 

theoretical underpirmings,it was not surprising(Cavanagh et al., 1994).Predictive 

validity was determined by administering theLSQ and having lecturers anticipate a series 

ofbehaviors such as who is prepared to participate in discussion and who will not,and 

who will experiment with different waysofbehaving and those who keep to tried and 

trusted approaches.A study conducted with 192nursing students reported thatthe most 
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prominentlearning style wasthat ofreflector and leastfavored wasthe activist style 

(Cavanagh et al, 1994). Whenthe results from this study were compared with those ofthe 

normed nursing data,there wassome degree ofconsistency.Theresearchers ofthe study 

recommended thatfurther research was needed using this instrument. 

An analysis conducted to compare Kolb's Learning StylesInventory and theLSQ 

foimd that Kolb'sfour-stage learning cycle acceptable butcriticized his instrumentfor its 

validity and reliability(Allinson&Hayes,1988).Allinson and Hayes(1988)examined 

theLSQthrough principal component analysis and found it to be preferable to the LSI as 

a measure oflearning styles. These researchers reported thattheLSQ was able to 

distinguish similar cognitive dimensionsintwo independentsamples,it has betterface 

validity,and it is more reliable. 

Data Collection Procedure 

Prior to collecting data,a pilot study with acomparable sample was conducted 

using 24 volunteers.Upon completion ofthe packetofresearch instruments and personal 

information questionnaire,volimteers were asked to givefeedback regarding the 

readability ofthe questionnaire,instructions and instruments. Suggestions maHp.by the 

subjects in the pilot study were incorporated into the data collection plan.For example, 

the principal investigator noted thattwo subjects had difficulty remembering the answer 

scale when the scale wasonly on the first page ofthe EBTS;therefore,the answering 

scale was placed atthe top ofevery page ofthatinstrument. 

For this study each dean or associate dean ofthe selected schools ofnursing in 

southeastern United States was contacted.Explanation ofthe study were given with an 
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invitation to participate in the study(See Appendix G).Once permission was given to 

approach students and faculty,arequestto do the study was madeto the Institutional 

Review Board atthe University ofTennessee,Knoxville(See Appendix H).Finally,a 

date and time was arranged with faculty membersateach site to meet with the nursing 

studentsto explain the study and administer the research instruments. 

Data collection wasconducted by the principal investigator or by aresearch 

assistant. Theresearch assistant wasa doctorally prepared faculty member atthat site. 

Theinstruments were administered during a class or prientation session.Ittook 

approximately 15-30 minutesfor the participants to cpmplete the instruments.The 

investigator explained the data collection process,the methods used to maintflin student 

confidentiality,and the activities and timerequired ifstudents chose to participate. 

Participants were told thatthe study wasto investigate how baccalaureate pre-nursing 

students perceive themselves and to explore the relationshipsamong those self 

perceptions,understanding ofothers,and learning. Confidentiality wasassured and 

reiteration ofthe student's rightto withdraw at anytime during the study wasgiven. 

Completion ofthe instruments wastheir consentto participate. 

Each participantreceived a packet containing four numerically coded instruments, 

a numerically coded personal information questionnaire,two number-2 pencils,and a 

written general explanation ofthe study(see Appendix I). All packets were 

counterbalanced by sequentially rotating the order ofthe four instruments. 

Counterbalancing was utilized asa procedure to reduce biased response patterns and to 

controlfor possible correlations between measuresthat mightresultfi-om 
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ordering effects.To maintain confidentiality,students were asked to return the completed 

instruments in the manila envelope and to place the envelope in a box left in the room. 

Protection ofHuman Subjects 

Human subjects approval was obtained from the Institutional Review Board(IRB) 

from the University ofTennessee,Knoxville(see Appendix J). Students were assured 

orally and in writing thatthere would be no penalty for refusalto participate in the study 

and wereinformed as to the purpose ofthe study,the approximatetime involved to 

participate,name ofthe investigator,and telephone numberand e-mail wherethe 

participants could contactthe investigator. 

Participants were mformed ofthe risk to them,thatnone oftheir instructors would 

be told oftheir participation or see the raw data,and thatthe data would be managed and 

stored confidentially.Participants were also given written and verbal instructions that 

they had the rightto refuse to participate orto withdraw from the study withoutany 

impactto themselves orto their educational status. 

To insure confidentiality,no name was attached to any data. Only identification 

numbers were assigned to the instruments and personal information questionnaire.The 

completed forms will be maintained in alocked cabinet atthe principal investigator's 

homeforfive years,and then will be shredded.Participants were assured that all data 

used in any presentations or publications would notcontain any reference to their 

identity. Only the investigator and her major professor will have access to the completed 

instruments. 
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Analysis ofData 

Standard descriptive statistics,such asfrequencies and means were used to -

describe the sample characteristics and demographic variables. Frequencies,means, 

standard deviations,and ranges were computed for the Emotional Empathic Tendency 

Scale,the HoganEmpathy Scale,the revised Private and Public Self-Consciousness 

subscales,and the Learning Styles Questionnaire. These scales were computer scored by 

the primary investigator to yield a single score for each scale or subscale. 

Canonical correlation was used to address the research questions and to test the 

research hypothesis ofrelationships among baccalaureate pre-student nurses' basic 

empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles. Canonical correlation is used when there is 

more than one independent variable and morethan one dependent variable because it 

gives a better understanding ofall the relationships(Munro,1997).Although canonical 

correlation analysis has notbeen used extensively in research studies,some nursing 

researchers have used this method ofanalysis(Boyle,1990;Duffy,1993;Fenence,1979; 

Olson,1995;Roberts,1991). 

In this study,thetwo measurementsofbasic empathy comprised the outcome,or 

dependent variables; whereasthe independent variables were self-awareness and learning 

styles. Additionally,the personal variables ofage,birth order,highest educational level, 

and previoustraining or previous education in commimication skills,human relationships 

skills,or counseling skills were analyzed inthe set ofindependent variables.A canonical 

correlation was used to answerthe secondary research question to determine relationships 

among personal variables and that ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles. 
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A significance level for the hypothesis and research questions for the study wasset at 

0.05. 

Internal consistency for the reliability ofthe Hogan Empathy Scale and the 

Learning Styles Questionnaire was determined using the Kuder-Richardson 20formula. 

Cronbach's alpha coefficients were used to assess reliability ofthe revised Private and 

Public Self-Consciousness subscales and the Emotional Empathic Tendency Scale. 

Analysis wasdone on aIBM Pentium II personal computer.The Statistical 

Packagefor the Social Sciences.Version 9.0for windows was used to analyze the data. 

The investigator ofthe study coded and entered the data into the statistical program. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter outlined the method and procedures used for data collection and 

analysis to address the research questions and hypothesis. This wasdone to determine if 

there are relationships among baccalaureate pre-nursing students' basic empathy levels, 

self-awareness levels,and learning styles. 

A correlational design provided an approach to examine the nature and direction 

ofthe relationships among baccalaureate pre-nursing students' basic empathy,self-

awareness,and learmng styles. This design wasdeemed the mostappropriate approach to 

address the research questions and hypothesis because there is a setofdependentand a 

setofindependent variables and a canonical correlation will bestreveal the relationships 

among all the variables. 

After review by and adherence to the guidelines oftheIRB,424 participants from 

eight different nursing programsin southeastem United States were asked to complete the 
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instruments.The participants were volunteer baccalaureate pre-nursing students enrolled 

in a nursing program at public educational institutions.Participants'scores on the Hogan 

Empathy Scale,the Emotional Empathic Tendency Scale,the revised Private and Public 

Self-Consciousness subscales,the Learning Styles Questionnaire,and selected items from 

the Personal Information Questionnaire were correlated to determine the relationships 

among basic empathy,self-awareness,learning styles,and selected psychosocial 

variables. 

The reported statistical analyses included descriptive statistics such as means, 

ranges,and standard deviations.Inferential statistics such as canonical correlation were 

used to addressthe research questions and hypothesis. 
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CHAPTERIV 

RESULTS 

The purpose ofthis study wasto explore relationships among basic empathy,self-

awareness,and learning styles ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students.A middle-range 

theory ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles derived from King's General 

Systems Framework was proposed and tested using canonical correlation.Two research 

questions and a hypothesis were analyzed using the SPSS package(Version 9.0). 

In this chapter the findings ofthe study will be presented in four sections. The 

first section describes the sample.The second section identifies the psychosocial 

characteristics ofthe subjects.The third section discusses the performance ofthe sample 

on the scales and the reliability ofthe instruments.Finally,the fourth section reports the 

findingsfrom the canonical correlation analysis used to determine relationships among 

basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students. 

Sample Demographics 

The personal information questionnaire was designed by the investigator to collect 

personal characteristics ofage,gender,ethnicity, marital status,parental status, and 

familyincome ofthe study participants to describe the sample.In addition,nursing 

educational level was assessed to determine eligibility to be in the study and other 

questions were asked for the analysis. The descriptive data for the sample are presented in 

Table 1. Although studentsfrom eight different sites from two southeastern states 

participated,over halfofthe sample(n=217,57.1%)wasfrom three sites. Ages of 
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Table 1.Demographic Characteristics ofthe Sample. 

Demographics Frequency 

Site 

One 34 
Two 44 
Three 56 
Four 18 
Five 109 
Six 52 
Seven 46 
Eight 21 

Age 

18 8 
19 27 
20 95 
21 78 
22 32 
23 21 
24 14 
25 17 
26 13 
27 9 
28 14 

29 6 
30 4 

31 8 
32 2 

33 4 
34 5 

35 5 
36 2 
38 1 
39 2 
40 2 
41 1 

42 2 
45 1 
47 5 ' 
50 2 

Percentage ofSample 

8.9 
11.6 
14.7 
4.7 

28.7 
13.7 
12.1 
5.5 

2.1 
7.1 

25.0 
20.5 
8.4 
5.5 
3.7 
4.5 
3.4 
2.4 
3.7 

1.6 
1.1 

2.1 
.5 

1.1 
1.3 

1.3 
.5 
.3 
.5 
.5 
.3 

.5 

.3 
1.3 
.5 



Demographics 

Gender 

Females 

Males 

Ethnic Backgroimd 
African American 

Caucasian 

Asian American 

Hispanic 
Native American 

Other 

Marital Status 

Married 

Single 
Divorced/Separated 
Widowed 

Parental Status 

No children 

One Child 

2-3 Children 

4or more Children 

No Response 

Income 

Below$20,000 
$20,001 to $40,000 
$40,001 to $60,000 
$60,001 to $80,000 
$80,001 to $100,000 
Over$100,000 
No Response 

Table 1. (continued) 

Frequency 

331 

49 

23 

335 

9 

5 

2 

6 

100 

259 

21 

1 

299 

35 

38 

5 

3 

89 

83 

74 

52 

38 

34 

10 
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Percentage ofSample 

87.1 

12.9 

6.1 

88.2 

2.4 

1.3 

.5 

1.6 

26.3 

68.2 

5.3 

.3 

78.7 

9.2 

10.0 

1.3 

.8 

23.4 

21.8 

19.5 

13.7 

10.0 

8.9 

2.6 
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participants inthe study ranged from 18to 50 with over halfofthe sample(63.1%) 

betweenthe ages of18 and22 years(M=23.6 years,SD=5.79).Asexpected,the 

sample was predominantlyfemale,Caucasian,single,childless,and had an annualfamily 

income ofless than$60,000.Although 283 participants in the study had only a high 

school education,97participants had a college degree. 

Psychosocial Factors 

Frequenciesfor psychosocial factors analyzed by the canonical correlation,which 

included birth order,highestlevelofeducation,previous education and previoustraining 

in commumcation skills,human behavior skills,or counseling skills,were obtained 

and are presented in Table 2.Because these psychosocial factors were nominal level 

variables,they had to bereceded to describe the categoriesforIhe canonical correlation 

using the dummy coding method(Stevens,1996). 

The majority ofthe sample were first or lastbom children.Furthermore,the 

majority ofthe sample reported previous education or previoustraining in 

communication skills,human relationships skills,or counseling skills. Almostfifty 

percentofthe sample had both education and training in these skills; whereas,only72 

participants had no education or training inthese skills. 

In addition to the originalfour learning styles,a fifth style,the allrounder,was 

computed and analyzed.The allrounder adopts a variety oflearning styles with no strong 

preferences butrather has similar scores for three ofthe four,orfor all four learning 

styles(McLeod,Lincoln,McAllister,Maloney,&Purcell, 1995).There were74 

participants(19.5%)in this study who were all rounders. 



Table 2.Descriptive Statistics for Psychosocial Factors. 

Psychosocial Factor 

Birth Order 

Firstborn 
Only Child 
Middle Child 
LastBom 

HighestLevel ofEducation 
High School 
Associate Degree 
BAorBS 
MA orMS 

Previous Education 

No 
Yes 

Previous Training 
No 
Yes 

Both Previous Education 

and training 
No 
Yes 

Neither Previous Education 

or training 
No 

Yes 

All Rounders 

No 

Yes 

Frequency 

128 
44 
74 
134 

283 
39 
54 
4 

151 
229 

115 
265 

195 
185 

72 

308 

306 

74 
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Percentage ofSample 

33.7 
11.6 
19.5 
35.3 

74.5 
10.3 
14.2 
1.0 

39.7 
60.3 

30.3 
69.7 

51.3 
48.7 

18.9 

81.1 

80.5 

19.5 
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Performance ofSample on Scales and Reliability ofInstruments 

Means,standard deviations,and ranges were computed on all items and on all 

scales used to assess the concepts ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles. 

The mean,standard deviation,possible range,and actual range for sample participants for 

each scale are presented in Table 3.In addition,reliability was computed for each scale. 

The Kuder-Richardson 20formula was used to assess internal consistency for the HES 

and the ESQ.The assumptions for the use of the KR20formula are that data are 

dichotomous and the difficulty level ofall items is notthe same(Waltz et al., 1991).Both 

the HES and the LSQ metthese assumptions.A Cronbach's alpha was obtained for the 

revised Private and Public Self-Consciousness subscales and the EETS. 

Basic Empathv 

The Hogan Empathy Scale,used in the current study,was one ofthe two 

measures of basic empathy. Student scores on this scale were in the moderate range with 

a mean score of23.0789(SD=3.8786).Data distribution was only slightly skewed to the 

right(positively),and there were no scores considered as outliers. The reliability 

coefficient was.48. While Hogan(1969)reported a reliability coefficient of.71 using the 

Kuder-Richardson 21 formula on the original 64-item version ofthe scale,rather than the 

39-item version,the reliability in the present study was similar to that reported by other 

researchers(Alligood,nee Raile,1983;Bussa,1993;Forsyth,1979;Koch,1991;May& 

Alligood,2000).The reliability coefficient of.48 is not satisfactory and it is a limitation 

ofthis study.However,the index ofreliability was determined to be.69 which is 
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satisfactory(Garrett, 1958,p.348).The index ofreliability .. measures the 

dependability oftest scores by showing how well obtained scores agree with their 

theoretically true values.The index ofreliability gives the maximum correlation which 

the given test is capable of yielding in its presentform"(Garrett, 1958,p.349). 

The other measure ofbasic empathy administered in this study wasthe BETS.On 

this scale,scores again were in the moderate range with a mean of 47.0026 

(SD=23.6802).Data distribution was slightly skewed to the left(negatively),and 

three scores were determined to be outliers and were removed.A Cronbach's alpha of.79 

was computed in this study.This high reliability coefficient was similar to thatfound by 

Koch(1991)which indicated that the EETS had good reliability for this sample. 

Self-Awareness 

Self-awareness was measured by the revised Private Self-Consciousness subscale. 

Participants' scores were in the moderate range with a group mean of17.4132 

(SD=4.2539).Data distribution was slightly skewed to the right(positively),and one 

score was identified as an outlier and wasremoved.For this study,a Cronbach's alpha of 

.67 was computed. 

In addition,self-awareness was measured by the revised Public Self-

Consciousness subscale. Scores on this subscale were again in the moderate range with a 

group mean score of14.9237(SD=4.194).Data distribution was slightly skewed to the 

left(negatively),and one score was identified as an outlier and wasremoved.A 

Cronbach's alpha of.81 was computed in this study. 
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While Scheier and Carver(1985)reported higher reliability coefficients of.75 for 

the private subscale and.84for the public subscale,the scores in the present study were 

compared favorably to those obtained for the original scale wliich were.69 for private 

self-consciousness and.79for public self-consciousness(Fenigstein et ah,1975). 

Learning Styles 

Learning styles were measured by the Learning Styles Questiormaire.There are 

four subscales each representing a different learning style: activists,reflectors,theorists, 

and pragmatists.The group mean score for the activist leaming style was 9.3632 

(SD=3.5387).This score was the lowest mean ofthe four learning styles. Data 

distribution was only slightly skewed to the right(positively),and there were no scores 

considered as outliers. It should be noted thatthe kurtosis for this measure was -.596.The 

reliability coefficient was.72for the activist subscale.The index ofreliability was 

computed at.85(Garrett, 1958). 

A mean of14.8263 fSD=3.1264)was calculated for the reflector leaming style. 

Data distribution was slightly skewed to the left(negatively). One outlier was identified 

on this subscale and wasremoved.The reliability coefficient was.70 and the index of 

reliability was.84(Garrett, 1958). 

The group score for the theorists leaming style was 12.4921(SD=2.9557).Data 

distribution was slightly skewed to the left(negatively),and there were no scores 

identified as outliers. The reliability coefficient was.61 and the index ofreliability was 

computed at.78(Garrett, 1958) 
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Pragmatists learning style scores had a group mean of12.6132(SD=2.7909). 

Again,data distribution was slightly skewed to the left(negatively). Three outliers were 

identified and removed.The reliability coefficient was.56.The index ofreliability was 

computed at.75(Garett, 1958). 

Research Questions and Hypothesis 

The hypothesis in this study stated: There are relationships among basic empathy, 

self-awareness,and learning styles ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students.The jSrst 

research question for this study was:Whatisthe nature ofthe relationships among basic 

empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students?A 

secondary research question asked:Whatisthe nature ofthe relationships among basic 

empathy,self-awareness,learning styles,and psychosocial personal characteristics of 

baccalaureate pre-nursing students? These research questions and hypothesis were tested 

together using one canonical correlation. Wikoffand Miller(1991)recommended the use 

ofcanonical analysis for examining relationships betweentwo sets ofcontinuously 

measured variables.A canonical correlation is used to explore many-to-many 

relationships because it accountsfor all ofthe data,which gives a better understanding of 

all the relationships(Munro,1997).Thus,acanonical correlation wascomputed to 

analyze the relationships between asetofscores ofbasic empathy and a setofscores of 

self-awareness,learning styles,and psychosocial factors.The basic empathy setincluded 

two measures ofbasic empathy.The set ofself-awareness included two measuresof 

private and public self-awareness and the learning styles included five learning styles.In 
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addition,there werefive psychosocialfactors in the canonical correlation.The overall 

relationships among basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles was significant 

beyond the.001 alpha level using Bartlett's test ofWilk'slambda.The canonical 

correlation analysis is reported in Table 4. 

Because there cannot be more canonical coirelation coefficients than there are 

variables in the smaller set(thetwo dependent measures ofbasic empathy),two 

canonical correlation coefficients were produced.The first canonical correlation squared 

equals 0.197,which explains 19.7%ofthe variance.The second canonical correlation 

squared equals 0.136,which explains 13.6% ofthe variance. Correlation coefficients 

greater than 0.30 are meaningful(Munro,1997).Therefore,the first canonical variate 

indicated that students who reported higherlevels ofself-awareness(both private and 

public)and who were less theoretical and less pragmatic in their learning styles had 

higher levels ofbasic empathy.The second canonical variate indicated that students who 

reported lower levels ofpublic self-awareness,were more activist,less theoretical and 

reflective in their learning styles had higherlevels ofbasic empathy as measured by the 

HES,butthey had lower levels ofbasic empathy as measured by the EETS. 

Additional supportfor the hypotheses wasfound in this study.According to 

Stevens(1996),to obtain more reliability for the second canonical variate,a smaller 

number ofvariables for the canonical correlation should be selected to increase the 

subjectsto variables ratio.In the presentstudy the psychosocial factors wereremoved; 

this deletion resulted in an increase ofthe subjectto variable ratio to47to 1.A 
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Table 4.Canonical Correlatonal Analysis Among BasicEmpathy Variables(Set 1) 
Self-Awaieness,Learning Styles,and Psychosocial Factors(Set2). 

Canonical Variate 
Variable Sets 

Set 1 

BasicEmpathy 
HES 

EETS 

Set2 

Private Self-Awareness 

Public Self-Awareness 

Learning Styles 
Activist 

Reflector 

Theorist 

Pragmatist 
All Rounder(l=Yes, 

0=No 

Psychosocial Factors 
Age 
Birth Order(l=Firstbom& 

Only child,0=Middle 
child&Lastbom) 

Educational Level 

(l=High SchoolorGED, 
0=College Degree) 

Previous Education 

(l=Yes,0=No) 
Previous Training 

(l=Yes,0=No) 

Canonical Correlation 

Variance Explained 

*=structure coefficients ̂ .30 

1 2 

.477* .879* 

.928* -.371* 

.517* .127 

.413* -.387* 

.092 .671* 

-.128 -.724* 

-.474* -.345* 

-.719* .038 

-.013 .121 

-.168 .100 

.075 .075 

-.101 .179 

.089 .117 

-.078 .170 

.444 .368 

19.7% 13.6% 
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canonical correlation wasrecomputedjustforthe variablesinthe theoretical model.The 

canonical variables loaded onthe samefactors and accounted for 18.6% ofthe variance 

onthe first correlation variate and 12.2%onthe second correlation variate(See Table A-

2,Appendix K).Therefore,the psychosocial factors accormted for asmall percentage of 

the total variance; whereas,the variables ofthe theoretical model accounted for almost 

the total amovmtofvariance. 

Thefindings supported the hypothesis that basic empathy,self-awareness,and 

learning styles are related.Psychosocialfactors(age,birth order,highest educational 

level achieved,previoustraining,education,or both in communication skills,human 

relationships skills,or counseling skills)were notsignificantly related to basic empathy, 

self-awareness,and learning styles. 

SummaryofFindings 

In this sample of380 baccalaureate pre-nursing students,scores onthe HES, 

EETS,revised Private Self-Copsciousness subscale,revised Public Self-Consciousness 

subscale,and theLSQ were correlated.A canonical correlation coefficient was used to 

test the hypothesis:Basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles are related in 

baccalaureate pre-nursing students.The hypothesis was supported.Based onthe findings, 

basic empathyand self-awareness were related to allfour original learning styles. 

Psychosocialfactors ofage,birth order,highesteducation level achieved,previous 

training,education,or both training and education in communication skills,human 

relationships skills,or counseling skills were not significantly related to basic empathy, 

self-awareness,and learning styles. 
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study explored relationships among basic empathy, self-awareness, and

learning styles. Basic empathy is a human developmental trait that was theorized to be

related to self-awareness and learning styles. Previous research had suggested that basic

(trait) empathy was preferable to trained (state) empathy as it was sustained over time and

was authentic, rather than rote behaviorally based responses. In addition, while self-

awareness has been related to empathy in the literatxire (Baillie, 1996; Carmon, 1992;

Davis, C. M., 1990; Lammert, 1986; Randoms, 1995; Seeger, 1977; Watson, 1979), and

although empathy and learning styles have been related (Lange, 1979), and even though

self-awareness and learning styles have been related (McCarthy & Schmeck, 1988) no

studies have been conducted to support those relationships. Therefore, this study explored

relationships among basic empathy, self-awareness, and learning styles of baccalaureate

pre-nursing students. The findings of this study add new understanding to the nature of

these relationships.

This chapter presents a discussion of the findings and the implications for nursing

education. Recommendations are proposed for nursing education and for future studies.

Discussion

The advancement of nursing science is dependent on the extension and testing of

nursing theories. In this regard, a middle-range theory of basic empathy, self-awareness.
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and learning styles,derived from a nursing theory ofpersonalsystem empathy 

conceptualized within King's General SystemsFramework,wasproposed and tested. 

According to King(1981),concepts in the personal system are related because 

individuals react holistically to their experiences. Thisstudy provides additional support 

for the relationships among personal system concepts ofperception,self,body image,and 

learning. Also,King observed thatknowledge aboutthe concepts ofthe personal system 

helps oneto understand individuals.The findings ofthis study add to the knowledge 

aboutpersonal systems and thus,greater knowledge aboutstudentnurses.Furthermore, 

King stated thatindividuals' perceptions ofselfand bodyimage are reflected in then-

personal behavior.Thus,studentnurses will be better able to facilitate empathic 

therapeutic relationships with their clients whenthey are aware ofand use theirown 

intrapersonal empathy and self-awareness.Knowledge gained from the findings about 

relationships among basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles can assist nurse 

educators to recognize and value basic empathicresponses ofstudentnurses. 

While mostprevious studies havefocused onthe interpersonal system to explore 

the conceptofempathy,little research has been devoted to the personal system.Thus,this 

study represented a beginning exploration ofthe conceptofbasic empathy within the 

intrapersonal system and extends Alligood's(1992,1995)work.Findings from the 

presentstudy provide initial supportfor the nursing theory ofpersonal system empathy 

which was derived from King's General SystemsFramework(1981).Thistheory 

proposed thatempathy organizes perceptions;facilitates awareness ofselfand others; 
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increases sensitivity;promotes shared respect,mutual goals,and social awareness; 

cultivates understanding ofindividuals within a historical and social context;and affects 

learning(Alligood&May,in press). Resultsofthe presentstudy suggestthat basic 

empathyis related to self-awareness and learning as proposed by the nursing theory of 

personal system empathy.Basic empathy wasrelated to self-awareness(both private and 

public)and related to allfour learning styles(theorist,pragmatist,reflector,and activist). 

Thefindings ofthis study revealed thata diversity exists in basic empathic levels 

ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students. Asagroup,basic empathylevels werein the 

moderate range. Similarfindings were reported by other researchers(Alligood,1991; 

Anderson,1990;Bamett,Howard,King,&Dino, 1981; Brunt,1985;Bussa,1993; 

Forsyth,1979;Gold&Rogers,1995;Harsch,1989;Koch,1991;Mehrabian&Epstein, 

1972;Reynolds&Presly,1988;VanOmum,Foley,Bums,DeWolfe,&Kennedy,1981). 

Also,although both private and public self-awareness levels were higherthan levels 

reported by other researchers(Carmon,1992;Scheier&Carver, 1985),the levels in this 

sample reflected diversity in baccalaureate pre-nursing students.Therefore,nursing 

students docome into the education setting with existing differentlevels ofbasic 

empathy and self-awareness that mustbetaken into consideration by nurse educators. 

Learning styles must also be taken into consideration by nurse educators asthe 

findings ofthis study suggested thattheorist and pragmatic learning styles were inversely, 

correlated with basic empathy and self-awareness.Asa group,the highest mean scorefor 

the four originallearning styles wasthe reflector learning style and the lowestmean score 

wasthe activistlearning style. Thisis similar to findings ofother researchers(Cavanagh 
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et al., 1994;Dux,1989;Honey&Mumford,1992).However,some researchers(Lovie-

Kitchin,Coonan,Sanderson,&Thompson,1989;McLeod et al., 1995)havefound a 

preference by studentsin health professions for activistand reflector learning styles; 

whereas,theorists and pragmatists werethe least prevalentlearning styles in their studies. 

A possible explanation why theorists and pragmatic learning styles were inversely 

correlated with basic empathy and self-awareness is suggested in Honey and Mumford's 

(1992)analysis ofeach ofthe learning styles. According to Honey and Mumford, 

theorists think problemsthrough in astep by step,logical way and tend to be detached, 

analj^tical,and dedicated to rational objectivity ratherthan anything subjective or 

ambiguous.Pragmatists like to try outnewideasto see ifthey work in practice and tend 

to act quickly on ideas that attractthem,butthey tend to be impatient with ruminating 

and open-ended discussions.These tendencies for the theorists and pragmatists could 
r 

impacton their basic empathy level and self-awareness as conceptualized in the present 

study.Also,Baillie(1996)found that effective communication skills,particularly 

listening,and time to hear thepatient'sstory wereimportantin empathy.In addition, 

being empathic meantan individual was not detached,butratheraclose relationship with 

a patient wasfoimd to be important.Benner and Wrubel(1989)observed that detachment 

is not possible ifnurses care.Thetendencies ofpragmatiststo be impatient with open-

ended discussions and theorists to be detached would not be congruent with developing 

empathic relationships. Thus,it isimportantfor nurse educators to be aware ofthe 

particular pre-existing learning styles that nursing students have. 
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Basicempathy was conceptualized as a multidimensional construct and measured 

withtwo instruments.Some differences in relationships among basic empathy,self-

awareness,and learning styles werefound in the two canonical variates.These 

differences provide additional supportfor the conceptualization ofempathy as a 

multidimensional construct as has been suggested in the literature(Bennett,1995;Davis, 

M.H.,1979;Gladstein,1983;Koch,1991;Williams,C.A.,1990).However,further 

significance ofthe findings is thatthe middle-range theory ofbasic empathy,self-

awareness,and learning styles was supported with both measures ofbasic empathy. 

Questions arise concerning other relationships as proposed in the nursing theory 

ofpersonalsystem empathy.Sensitivity,shared respect,and mutual goals were not 

measured withthe instruments used in this study. Clarification ofthose relationships with 

basic empathy mayrequire that other dimensions ofbasic empathy be considered inthe 

future. 

Because it wasthoughtthatthe middle-range theory ofbasic empathy,self-

awareness,and learning styles mightbe affected by psychosocial personal characteristics 

ofstudents,relationships amongthem were explored.The selected psychosocial personal 

variables werethefollowing:(1)age,(2)birth order,(3)highest educational level 

achieved,(4)previous training in communication skills,human relationships skills,or 

counseling skills,(5)previouseducation in communication skills,human relationships 

skills,or counseling skills,and(6)both previoustraining and education in 

communication skills,human relationships skills,and counseling skills. The present 
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study's findings suggests that basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles are not 

related to those selected psychosocial factors. 

The psychosocial factors ofage and highesteducational level were notrelated. 

Thisfinding is similar to thatfound in previous studies(Brunt,1985;Bussa,1993; 

Eckler,1994;Forsjdh,1979;Gold&Rogers,1995;Stetler, 1977). Other psychosocial 

factors have also been studied.For example,the relationship between birth order and 

empathy has been investigated.Some researchers havefound that later bom children have 

higher levels ofempathy(Murawski&Miederhoff,1995;Stotland&Dunn,1963; 

Stotland,Sherman,&Shaver,1971;Stotland&Walsh,1963)while others have 

suggested that differenttypes ofempathy may vary according to ordinal position and 

gender ofsibling(Bossard&Boll,1955;Sampson,1962).Thefindings in the present 

study were similar to other studies which had notfound arelationship between empathy 

and birth order(Altman&Rule,1980;Ernst&Angst,1983;Marshall,E.et al., 1994). 

Aninteresting finding ofthis study wasthatthe majority ofparticipants reported 

thatthey had previous training,education,or both training and education in 

communication skills,human relationship skills,or counseling skills. However,previous 

training and education were notrelated to basic empathy,self-awareness,or learning 

styles. Thus,thisfmding provides additional supportforthe lack ofsustained effects of 

training or education(Daniels,Denny,&Andrews.1988;Evans,Wilt,Alligood,& 

O'Neil,1998;Herbeck&Yammarino,1990;LaMonica,1983;Thomson,Hassenkamp, 

&Mansbridge,1997).However,theimportance ofthisfinding is notthat psychosocial 

factors were insignificantto relationships ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and learning 
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styles butratherthatthe removalofthem from the canonical correlation provided 

additional supportforthe middle-range theory. 

Thesefindings raise thefollowing question: Are there other psychosocialfactors 

such as gender and ethnicity which need to be explored? This is particularly important 

becausesome researchers(Altman&Rule;Bussa,1993;Marshall,E.et al., 1994)have 

foimd significant relationships between empathy and ethnicity,and otherresearchers have 

found significant differences between males andfemales(Becker&Sands,1988;Davis, 

M.H.,1983a;Forsyth, 1979;Hoffinan,1977;MacDonald,1977;Mehrabian&Epstein, 

1972;Williams,C.L., 1979). 

Conclusions 

Based uponthe findings ofthe present study,itcan be concluded thatimplications 

for nursing education need to be considered.Thefindings ofthis study provide support 

for significant relationships among basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles of 

baccalaureate pre-nursing students. Consequently,there is aneed for more emphasisin 

the curriculum on students' personal developmentofbasic empathythrough facilitation 

ofself-awareness.Developing a greater sense ofawareness ofwho one is as aperson and 

asa health professional,which includesfeelings,thoughts,needs,and behavior,is 

importantin gaining a clearer understanding ofhow individual behaviors affect nurse-

client relationships. This meansthat students need to be aware ofthemselves asa 

necessary condition to being able to empathize with another person. 

Thefindingsin this study suggestthat pre-nursing students use reflector and 

pragmaticlearning styles more often than other learning styles. Thus,these learning 
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styles need to be recognized and facilitated and opportunities to use these learning styles 

mustbe incorporated into students' educational experiences.Furthermore,self-awareness 

is an essentialcomponentofreflection. Therefore,the benefits ofintegratingjoumaling, 

debriefing sessions,and collaboration,into nursing education experiences mustbe 

considered as learning toolsto enhance reflection and self-awareness,which intum can 

facilitate basic empathy(Davis,1995;Dewing,1990;Durgahee,1998;Landeen et al., 

1992;Nealon,1993;Pattonetal.,1997;Shields,1994;Smith,C.,1995). 

In this study the proposalthatthere is aneed to shiftthefocus ofeducational 

efforts to facilitation ofintrapersonalempathy is further supported(Evanset al., 1998). 

Whilethe focusin nursing education has been trained empathy,a shiftin emphasisto 

basic empathy raises questions concerning the selection processforfuture nurses.Much 

effort is putinto teaching behavioral skills and techniques to increase levels oftrained 

empathy and self-awareness;whereas,basic empathy suggests that selection ofstudents 

may bea crucialfactor. This calls for emphasis on career counseling.The argumentcould 

be madethat mursing education should expend more energy counseling students who 

possess basic empathy and self-awareness into nmsing ratherthan onteaching strategies 

to increase levels oftrained empathy.In addition to recruitmentofindividuals with basic 

empathy,nurse educators mustbe cognizantofbasic empathy levels that students possess 

upon entering a nursing program.New methods mustbe considered to enhance and 

facilitate the use ofstudents' natural empathicresponses.These methods could capitalize 

onthe new understanding concerning basic empathy as proposed bythis study. 
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Often psychomotor skills are emphasized morethan affective skills in nursing 

education.Facilitating basic empathy leads to a greater commitmentby nursing programs 

to strengthen the affective aspects in students'learning.To be an empathic health 

provider,developmentofaffective skills thatfoster the therapeutic use ofself is 

imperative. 

Recommendations 

Because empathy has been recognized as animportantareafor research,nurse 

researchers mustcontinue to explore the factors that promote or create barriers that 

influence the ability ofstudents to usetheir own personal empathicresponses in their 

nurse-clientinteractions.Based uponthe review ofthe literature and the findings ofthe 

present study,thefollowing recommendations are suggested for the continued 

investigation ofbasic empathy: 

1.Design and conductfurther studies ofbasic empathy in King's 

conceptual framework and the nursing theory ofpersonalsystem empathy. 

Examination ofbasic empathy and self-awareness with other personalsystem 

concepts oftime,space,and growth and developmentcould further extend 

knowledge aboutthese importantconcepts in nursing. 

2. Study basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles in differentlevels and 

diverse groups ofnursing.The currentstudy should be extended to other 

groups such as new graduates and experienced nurses.In addition,the study 

could be replicated with asample ofstudentsfrom diploma or associate degree 

programs.A study with older lifelong learners would provide knowledge 
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concerning life experiences and basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning 

styles. A longitudinal study would provide additionalinformation onthe 

impactthat education has on self-awareness levels and learning styles of 

nursing students and how thatinfluencesthe manifestation ofstudents' 

personal system empathy. 

3. Extend the sample to include more ethnic and gender diversity.It may be 

necessary to replicate the study in other states which have larger 

numbersofminority students.In addition,replication ofthe study with other 

professions,such as education or social work,that are predominantlyfemale 

would demonstrate ifthe relationships among basic empathy,self-awareness, 

and learning styles are rniique to nursing students. This would further support 

and clarify the conceptualization ofbasic empathy in King's General Systems 

Framework. 

4. Develop an instrumentto assess basic empathy as conceptualized within King. 

The difficulty oflocating reliable instruments which would adequately 

measure basic empathyfor nurses indicates an imperative needfor developing 

tools that will accurately measure basic empathy.Instruments need to be 

developed and validated to measure basic empathy in nursing as 

conceptualized in King'sframework. 

5. Measure basic empathy as a multidimensional construct.Future studies could 

examine other proposed relationships in the nursing theory ofpersonalsystem 

empathy such as basic empathy,sensitivity,shared respect,or mutual goals. 
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6. Consider testing counseling strategies for recruiting nursing students and 

curriculum methods that facilitate basic empathic development. 

Questions still remain concerning the concepts ofbasic empathy,self-awareness, 

and learning styles in nursing students.However,the findings ofthis study provide initial 

supportand the beginning groundwork for additional research in this area.King(1981) 

noted thatindividuals are open systems interacting with the environmentand whose 

perceptions influence their interactions and their health.The significant relationships 

among basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles within anursing framework 

hasimplicationsfor the developmentofnurses and nursing research. 

Summary 

Insummary,the purpose ofthe study wasto explore the relationships among 

basic empathy,self-awareness,and learning styles ofbaccalaureate pre-nursing students. 

Findings ofsupportfor the middle-range theory ofbasic empathy,self-awareness,and 

learning styles and the nursing theory ofpersonal system empathy were discussed.The 

developmentofKing science has been considered and conclusions and recommendations 

for nursing education and forfuture studies have been setforth. 
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Table A-1.One-Way Analysis ofVarianceofStudy Instruments by Site 

Instrument Sum of df Mean F Sig. 
Squares Square 

HES 

Between Groups 83.115 7 11.874 .786 .599 
Within Groups 5618.517 372 15.104 
Total 5701.632 379 

BETS 

Between Groups 3549.121 7 507.016 .903 .504 
Within Groups 208975.88 372 561.763 
Total 212525.00 379 

Private 

Between Groups 242.365 7 34.624 1.947 .061 
Within Groups 6615.769 372 17.784 
Total 6858.134 379 

Public 

Between Groups 129.402 7 18.486 1.052 .394 
Within Groups 6537.385 372 17.574 
Total 6666.787 379 

Activist 

Between Groups 119.389 7 17.056 1.371 .216 
Within Groups 4626.495 372 12.437 
Total 4745.884 379 

Reflector 

Between Groups 70.722 7 10.103 1.034 .407 
Within Groups 3633.815 372 9.768 
Total 3704.537 379 

Theorist 

Between Groups 69.189 7 9.884 1.134 .341 
Within Groups 3241.788 372 8.714 
Total 3310.976 379 

Pragmatist 
Between Groups 39.907 7 5.701 .728 .648 
Within Groups 2912.228 372 7.829 
Total 2952.134 379 

/J 

https://212525.00
https://208975.88
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PERSONALINFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Allinformation on this questionnaire is to be kept confidential. Please do not write your 
name on this questionnaire. 

1. Age: 

2. Gender:Male Female 

3. Ethnicity(Please check one): □ Afiican American □ Hispanic 
□ Caucasian □ Native American, 
□ Asian American Eskimo 
□ Other (Specify): 

4. Average yearly family income: □ Below $20,000 
□ Between $20,001 and $40,000 
□ Between $40,001 and $60,000 
□ Between $60,001 and $80,000 
□ Between $80,001 and $100,000 
□ Over $100,000 

5. The highest educational credential that you have obtained within nursing: 
□ LPNorLVN 
□ Diploma 
□ Associate 

6. The highest educational credential that you have obtained outside ofnursing: 
□ High school diploma or GED 
□ Associate 
□ BAorBS 
□ MA or MS 
□ PhD 

7. Marital Status: □ Married □ Single □ Divorced □ Separated □ Widowed 

8. Parental Status: - □ No children □ 1 child □ 2-3 children □ 4+ children 

9. What is your birth order in your family? 
□ Firstbom 
□ Only child 
□ Middle child 
□ Lastbom 
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10.Have you had any previous education(courses,workshops,etc.)in communication 
skills,human relations skills,or counseling skills? □ Yes □ No 

11. Have you had any previous training (youth groups, church groups, volunteer work, 
etc.) in commumcation skills, human relations shills, or counseling skills? 

□ Yes □ No 
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DIRECTIONS:Indicate aTfor true ifyou believe the statementis true or anFfor false 
ifyou believe the statementis false. CIRCLEthe appropriate letter onthe scale that 
follows each statement. 

1. A person needsto"show off'alittle now and then. T F 

2. Iliked Alice in WonderlandbyLewis Carroll. T F 

3. Clever,sarcastic people make mefeel very uncomfortable. T F 

4. I usually take an active partin the entertainment at parties. T F 

5. Ifeel sure thatthere is only one true religion. T F 

6. Iam afraid ofdeep water. T F 

7. I mustadmitI often try to getmyown way regardless ofwhat 
others may want. 

T F 

8. I have at onetime or another in my life tried myhand at 
writing poetry. 

T F 

9. Mostofthe arguments or quarrelsI getinto are over 
matters ofprinciple. 

' T F 

10.1 would like thejob ofaforeign correspondentfor a 
newspaper. 

T F 

11.Peopletoday have forgotten howto feel properly 
ashamed ofthemselves 

T F 

12.1 prefer ashowerto a bathtub. T F 

13.1 always try to consider the otherfellow's feelings 
before I do something. 

T F 

14.1 usually don'tlike to talk much unless Iam with people 
Iknow very well. 

T F 

15.1can remember"playing sick"to get outofsomething. T F 

16.1 like to keep people guessing whatI'm going to do next. T F 



17.BeforeI do something I try to consider how myfriends 
will reactto it. 

18. 1 like to talk before groups ofpeople. 

19.Whenaman is with a woman he is usually thinking 
aboutthings related to her sex. 

20.Only afool would try to change our American way oflife. 

21. My parents were always veiy strict and stem with me. 

22.SometimesIrather enjoy going againstthe rules 
and doing thingsI'm notsupposed to do. 

23.1thinkI would like to belong to asinging club. 

24.1think Iam usually aleader in my group. 

25.1 like to have a place for everything and 
everything in its place. 

26.1 don'tlike to work onaproblem unlessthere is the 
possibility ofcoming out with a clear-cutand 
imambiguous answer. 

27.It bothers me when something unexpected 
interrupts mydaily routine. 

28.1 have anatural talentfor influencing people. 

29.1 don'treally care whether people like me or dislike me. 

30.Thetrouble with many people is thatthey don't 
take things seriously enough. 

31.It is hard for metojust sit still and relax. 

32.Asa mieI have little difficulty in"putting 
myselfinto other peoples'shoes." 

33.1 have seensome things so sad Ialmostfeltlike crying. 
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T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 

T F 
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34.Disobedience to the governmentis neverjustified. - T F 

35.Itisthe duty ofa citizen to support his coimtry,right or wrong. T F 

36.1am usually rather short-tempered with people who T F 
come around and bother me with foolish questions. 

37.1 havea pretty clear ideaofwhatI would try to T F 
impartto mystudents ifI were ateacher. 

38.1 enjoy the company ofstrong'-willed people. T F 

39.1 frequently undertake morethanIcan accomplish. T F 
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DIRECTIONS: Please use thefollowing scale to indicate the degree ofyour agreement 
or disagreement with each ofthe statements below. Circle your numerical answer onthe 
scale thatfollows each statement. 

ANSWER SCAT.E: 

+4=very strong agreement 
+3=strong agreement 
+2=moderate agreement 
+1=slightagreement 
-1=slight disagreement 
-2=moderate disagreement 
-3=strong disagreement 
-4=very strong disagreement 

1. It makes mesad to see alonely stranger 
in agroup. 

2.People maketoo much ofthe feelings and 
sensitivity ofanimals. 

3. I often find public displays ofaffection annoying. 

4. Iam annoyed byunhappy people who arejust 
sorry for themselves. 

5. I become nervous ifothers around meseem to 
be nervous. 

6. Ifind it silly for people to cry outofhappiness. 

7. I tend to getemotionally involved with a 
fiiend's problems. 

8. Sometimesthe wordsofalove song can move 
me deeply. 

9. Itend to lose control whenIam bringing bad 
newsto people. 

10.The people around me have a greatinfluence 
on my moods. 

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

-4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 
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ANSWER SCAT.E: 

+4=very strong agreement 
+3=strong agreement 
+2=moderate agreement 
+1=slight agreement 
-1=slight disagreement 
-2=moderate disagreement 
-3=strong disagreement 
-4=very strong disagreement 

11.MostforeignersIhave metseemed cool -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 
and unemotional. 

12.1 would rather be a social workerthan workin a 

job training center. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

13.1 don't get upsetjust because afriend -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 
is acting upset. 

14.Hiketo watch people open presents. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

15.Lonely people are probably unfriendly. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

16.Seeing people cry upsets me. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

17.Somesongs make mehappy. -4-3-2-1+1+2+3+4 

18.1 really getinvolved with the feelings ofthe 
characters in a novel. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

19.1 getvery angry whenI see someone -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 
being ill-treated. 

20.1am able to remain calm even though those 
arormd me worry. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

21.Whenafriend starts to talk abouthis/her problems^ 
Itry to steer the conversationto something else. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

22. Another's laughter is notcatching for me. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 
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ANSWERSCALE: 

+4=very strong agreement 
+3=strong agreement 
+2=moderate agreement 
+1=slightagreement 
-1=slight disagreement 
-2=moderate disagreement 
-3=strong disagreement 
-4=very strong disagreement 

23.Sometimes atthe moviesI am amused by 
the amomtofcrying and sniffling around me. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

24.1am able to make decisions without being 
influenced by people's feelings. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

25.1cannotcontinue to feelOKifpeople around 
meare depressed. -4 -3-2-1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

26.It is hard for meto see howsomethings 
upset people so much. -4-3-2-1+1+2 +3 +4 

27.1am very upset whenI see an animalin pain. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

28.Becoming involved in books or moviesis -4-3-2-1+1+2 +3 +4 
alittle silly. 

29.It upsets meto see helpless old people. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

30.1 become more irritated than sympathetic 
whenIsee someone's tears. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

31.1 become very involved whenI watch a movie. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

32.1 often find thatI canremain coolin spite of 
the excitement aroimd me. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

33.Little children sometimes cry for no apparentreason. -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 
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DIRECTIONS:Please read each ofthe following statements and rate the extentto which 
eachitem is like you using the scale below. Please read each item carefully before 
responding. Be as accurate and honestas you can in responding to each item and try not 
to let your response to oneitem influence yourresponsesto other items. There are no 
correct or incorrect answers. 

0=Notat all like me 

1=A little like me 

2=Somewhatlike me 

3=A lotlike me 

1. I'm alwaystrying to figure myselfout. 

2. I'm concemed aboutmy style ofdoing things. 

3. Ithink about myselfa lot. 

4. I care alotabouthowI present myselfto others. 

5. I often daydream about myself. 

6. I'm self-conscious aboutthe wayIlook. 

7. I nevertake a hard look at myself. 

8. I usually worry aboutmaking agood impression. 

9. I generally pay attention to myinner feelings. 

10. BeforeIleave my house,Icheck howIlook. 

11. I'm constantly thinking aboutmy reasonsfor doing things. 

12. I'm concemed about whatother people think ofme. 

13. 1 sometimes step back(in my mind)in order to examine myselffrom a 
distance. 

14. I'm usually aware ofmy appearance. 

15. I'm quick to notice changesin my mood. 

16. Iknow the way my mind works whenI work through aproblem. 
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DIRECTIONS:This questionnaire is designed to find outhow you leam. There are no right or wrong 
answers. Ifyou agree morethan you disagree,Circle the A following each statement. Ifyou disagree 
more than you agree,Circle theDfollowing each statement. Besure to Circle either an A or aD. 

1.1 have strong beliefs about whatis right and wrong,good and bad. A D 

2.1 often act withoutconsidering the possible consequences. A D 

3.1tend to solve problems using astep-by-step approach. A D 

4.1 believe thatformal procedures and policies restrict people. A D 

5.1 haveareputation for saying whatIthink,simply and directly. A D 

6.1 often find that actions based on feelings are as sound as 
those based on careful thoughtand analysis. A D 

7.1like the sort ofwork whereI have timeforthorough 
preparation and implementation. A D 

8.1regularly question people abouttheir basic assumptions. A D 

9.Whatmatters mostis whether something worksin practice. A D 

10.1 actively seek outnew experiences. A D 

11.WhenI hear aboutanew idea or approach Iimmediately start 
working outhowto apply it in practice. A D 

12. Iam keen on selfdiscipline such as watching my diet, 
taking regular exercise,sticking to afixed routine,etc. A D 

13. Itake pride in doing athoroughjob. A D 

14. I geton best with logical,analytical people and less 
well with spontaneous,'irrational' people. A D 

15. Itake care over the interpretation ofdata available 
to me and avoidjumping to conclusions. A D 

16. 1 like to reach a decision carefully after weighing A D 
up many altematives. 
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17.I'm attracted moreto novel,imusualideas A D 
than to practical ones. 

18.1 don'tlike disorganized things and prefer 
to fitthingsinto a coherent pattern. A D 

19.1 acceptand stick to laid down procedures and policies so long 
asIregard them asan efficient way ofgetting thejob done. A D 

20.1like to relate my actions to a general principle. A D 

21.In discussionsI like to get straightto the point. A D 

22.1tend to have distant,ratherformal relationships A D 
with people at work. 

23.1thrive onthe challenge oftaking something new and different. A D 

24.1 enjoy fun-loving,spontaneous people. A D 

25.1 pay meticulous attention to detail before coming to a conclusion. A D 
/ 

26.1find it difficultto produce ideas onimpulse. 

27.1 believe in coming to the pointimmediately. 

28.1am careful nottojump to conclusions too quickly. 

29.1 prefer to have as many sources ofinformation as possible 
more datato think overthe better. 

30.Flippant people who don'ttake things seriously 
enough usually irritate me. 

31.1 listen to other people's points ofview before 
putting myownforward. 

32.1 tend to be open abouthowI'm feeling. 

33.In discussionsI enjoy watching the maneuverings 
ofthe other participants. 

-the 

A 

A 

A 

A 

D 

D 

D 

D 

A 

A 

D 

D 

A D 

A D 
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34.1 prefer to respond to events on aspontaneous, 
flexible basis ratherthan plan things out in advance. A D 

35.1 tend to be attracted to techniques such as network analysis, 
flow charts,branching programs,contingency planning,etc. A D 

36.It worries meifI have to rush outa piece ofwork to 
meetatight deadline. A D 

37.1tend tojudge people's ideas on their practical merits. A D 

38.Quiet,thoughtful people tend to make mefeelimeasy. A D 

39.1 often get irritated by people who wantto rush things. A D 

40.Itis more importantto enjoythe present moment 
than to think aboutthe past orfuture. , A D 

41.1think that decisions based on athorough analysis of 
all the information are soimderthan those based on intuition. A D 

42.1tend to bea perfectionist. A D 

43.In discussionsI usually produce lots ofspontaneous ideas. A D 

44.In meetingsI putforward practical,realistic ideas. A D 

45.More often than not,rules are there to be broken. A D 

46.1 prefer to stand back firom a situation and consider A D 
all the perspectives. 

47.1 can often see inconsistencies and weaknessesin A D 
other people's arguments. 

48.On balance I talk morethan I listen. A D 

49. Ican often see better,more practical waysto getthings done. A D 

50. Ithink written reports should be short and to the point. A D 
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51.1 believe thatrational,logical thinking should winthe day. A D 

52.1tend to discuss specific things with people, 
rather than engaging in social discussion. A D 

53.1like people who approach things realistically rather A D 
thantheoretically. 

54.In discussions I getimpatient with irrelevancies and digressions. A D 

55.IfIhave areportto write Itend to produce lots ofdrafts 
before settling on the final version. A D 

56.1am keen to try things outto see ifthey work in practice. A D 

57.1am keento reach answers viaalogical approach. A D 

58.1 enjoy beingthe one thattalks a lot. A D 

59.In discussionsI often find Iam the realist,keeping 
people to the pointand avoiding wild speculations. A D 

60.1 like to ponder many alternatives before making up my mind. A D 

61.In discussions with people I often find Iam the 
mostdispassionate and objective. A D 

62.In discussionsI'm more likely to adopt'low profile' 
than to take the lead and do mostofthe talking. A D 

63.1like to be able to relate current actionsto alonger A D 
term bigger picture 

64.Whenthings go wrong Iam happyto shrug it offand 
'putit downto experience'. A D 

65.1tend to reject wild,spontaneousideas as being impractical. A D 

66.It's bestto think carefully before taking action. A D 

67.On balance I do the listening rather than the talking. A D 
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68.1 tend to betough on people who find it difficultto adopt 
alogical approach. A D 

69.MosttimesI believe the endjustifies the means. A D 

70.1 don't mind hurting people's feelings so long asthejob gets done. A D 

71.1find theformality ofhaving specific objectives and plans stifling. A D 

72.I'm usually one ofthe people who puts life into a party. A D 

73.1 do whatever is expedientto getthejob done. A D 

74.1 quickly get bored with methodical,detailed work. A D 

75.1am keenon exploring the basic assumptions, 
principles and theories underpinning things and events. A D 

76.I'm always interested tofmd out whatpeople think. A D 

77.1like meetings to berun on methodical lines,sticking to 
laid down agenda,etc. A D 

78.1 steer clear ofsubjective or ambiguous topics. A D 

79.1 enjoy the dramaand excitementofa crisis situation. A D 

80.People often find meinsensitive to theirfeelings. A D 
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College ofNursing,University ofTennessee,Knoxville 
301 WoodlawnPike,Apt.E-2 

Knoxville,IN 37920 
(423)946-8194 

Fax:(423)946-8194 

April6,1999 

Associate Dean 

College ofNursing 

DearAssociate Dean 

Iam a doctoral candidate in the College ofNursing atthe University ofTennessee,Knoxville. I would like 
your nursing program to participate in aresearch study designed to determine basic empathy and self-
awareness levels as well as learning styles oflower division or prenursing students. The samplefor this 
study will consist ofprenursing students enrolled in anNLN accredited generic nursing program in the 
Southeastern United States. Therefore,Iam requesting permission to survey the students ofyour nursing 
program. 

The participation ofyour students will involve the completion offour instruments and a personal 
demographicform. Based upon the pilotstudy conducted in March,all fourinstruments and demographic 
form can be completed in about20-30 minutes. Iam asking for30 minutes oftime during the first week of 
schoolofthe fall semester, 1999. 

There will be no costto your program or your students. No discomfort or risks are expected to resultfrom 
students' participation in the study. Participants may provide information that would be ofbenefitin the 
future forthe preparation ofnurses and forthe developmentofnursing education theories. 

All data will be kept confidential and stored in a locked filing cabinet. Individual identities ofnursing 
programs and students will be anonymous and information obtained will be reported only in aggregateform. 
Students are free to withdraw their consentto participate in the research at anytime. 

I would appreciate hearing from you as quickly as possible asthe research study will be submitted to the 
Institutional Review Board by April22,1999. A letter giving me permission to include students in your 
nursing program in the research study will be needed. Thus,I have enclosed a permissionform and a 
stamped self-addressed envelope for your convenience. 

The principal investigator is available to discuss your concernsand questions. Please contact: Barbara A. 
May,College ofNursing,University ofTennessee,Knoxville,at(423)946-8194 or by e-mail at 
barbmay@utk.edu. 

Thank you very much for yourtime and consideration. Your program's participation in this study is greatly 
appreciated and Iam looking forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara A.May,RN,MS,MSN 

mailto:barbmay@utk.edu
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April6,1999 

DearMs.May, 

□ We would like to participate in your study. Here are some possible dates and times 
you may meet with our students. 

□ We would like to participate in yom study. Please call me to discuss possible dates 
and times to meet with our students. 

Institution: 

Signature: 

Date: 
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FORMA 

IRB# 

THEUNIVERSITYOFTENNESSEE,KNOXVILLE 

Application for Review ofResearch InvolvingHuman Subjects 

A. PrincipalInvestigator 

BarbaraA.May,MS,MSN,RN 

Faculty Advisor 

Martha Raile Alligood,PhD,RN 

B. Department/Unit: College ofNursing 

C. Complete Mailing Address and PhoneNumberofPI: 

BarbaraA.May 
301 WoodlawnPike,Apt.E-3 
Knoxville,TN 37920 
Home:(423)946-8194 
e-mail:barbmay@utk.edu 

Martha Raile Alligood 
440Sweetgum Drive 
Knoxville,TN 37922 

, Work:(423)974-6804 
Home:(423)966-6496 
e-mail: MAlligood@utk.edu 

D. Title ofProject: 

Relationships Among BasicEmpathy,Self-Awareness,and Learning 
Styles ofPre-Nursing Students Within King'sPersonal System 

E. ExternalFunding Agency:None 

mailto:MAlligood@utk.edu
mailto:barbmay@utk.edu
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F. GrantSubmission Deadline:Notapplicable 

G. Starting Date:August,1999 

H. Estimated Completion Date:December,1999 

I. Research Project: 

1. Objective(s)ofProject: 

In the past,nursing has borrowed theories from other disciplines ratherthan using 
a nursing theory to study empathy. Using borrowed theories has been inappropriate and 
detrimentalto the nurse/patientrelationship,and in research,h^resulted in conceptual 
and methodological problems with contradictory findings. A nursing theoretical 
frameworkforthe study ofempathy isimportantin understanding empathy from a 
nursing perspective and for extending nursing knowledge. Therefore,the first objective 
ofthis research is to study empathy within a nursing conceptual model.King's General 
Systems Framework. 

Secondly,while the importance oftwo types ofempathy has been discussed in the 
literature(Alligood,1992),moststudies have focused onthe interpersonal skilled type 
and little research has been conducted concerning the intrapersonal developmentaltype 
called basic empathy.Students bring withthem into the learning environmenta natural 
level ofbasic empathy. These basic empathic responses are important because studies 
have reported increases in empathy levels with training butno evidence exists thattrained 
empathic responses are sustained overtime.Thus,nurse educators need to identify, 
remforce and help students to mature in theirown natural empathic development. 
Therefore,an objective ofthis research is to study intrapersonal developmental or basic 
empathy levels ofpre-nursing students. 

Finally,the Empathy Research Team atthe University ofTennessee,Knoxville 
have formalized theories ofnursing empathy within King's personal,interpersonal,and 
social systems. Using hermeneutic interpretation ofKing's text,empathy was discovered 
to be related to all the conceptsin thesethree interacting systems. This research will 
studythe nature ofthe relationships among concepts in the personalsystem and basic 
empathy. Although students have a myriad ofprior experiences which may have 
impacted onthe developmentoftheir natural empathicresponses. Theoretical support 
exists thatsupportarelationship between basic empathy and self-awareness and learning 
styles;however,no empirical studies have been conducted to supportthese relationships. 

Therefore,the purpose ofthis study is to gain an understanding ofthe 
relationships among basic empathy,self-awareness,learning styles and selected 
demographicfactors ofpre-nursing students. In this descriptive correlational study,pre-
nursing students will be asked to complete a total offive self-reportinstruments(See 
Appendixes A through E). Knowledge gained asaresult ofthis study will provide an 
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understanding the relationship among these personalsystem conceptsthrough a nursing 
framework and willhave implications for nursing education,practice,and administration. 

2. Subjects: 

Study participants will be a volunteersample offull-time or part-time 
baccalaureate pre-nursing students. Eligibility criteria for study participants are:(a)be 
enrolled as animdergraduate pre-nursing student,(b)havejust begun their didactic or 
clinical courses in nursing,(c)not bearegistered nurse,and(d)be 18 years ofage or 
older and willing to complete the research instruments. The accessible population will 
consistofthose freshman,sophomore,orjunior undergraduate students with a declared 
nursing major enrolled at public institutions in southeastem states. Nursing programs 
included in this study will befour-year baccalaureate programsin public institutions in 
the southeastthat have been accredited by the National LeagueforNursing Private 
institutions will notbeincluded in the study because many private nursing programs are 
affiliated with religious institutions and may require classesin religion which could affect 
the studentnurse's level ofempathy or self-awareness. Subjects will be recruited in 
intact groups attending nursing orientation sessions or classes during the first weeksof 
fall semester,1999. Timerequired for students to complete all the instruments is 
approximately 30 minutes. Sample size will be aminimum of200 participants because a 
large sample size is needed for a canonical correlation 

3. Method orProcedures 

Each dean,associate dean,or director ofselected schools ofnursing in the 
southeast will be contacted by letter. Written explanation ofthe study Avill be given with 
an invitation to participate in the study(See Appendix F). A preliminary letter will be 
received from the nursing programs willing to participate inthe study(See Appendix G). 
Copies ofall letters received will be submitted to the Departmental Review Committee 
upon completion ofthe study. IRB approval from each participating institution will be 
obtained following the institution's guidelines. Dates and timesfor administration ofthe 
research instruments will be finalized by phone. 

Data collection will be conducted by the principal investigator or by trained 
research assistants who havea master's or doctorate degree. Based uponthe findings 
from the pilot study conducted in March,1999,all five instruments willtake 
approximately 20-30 minutesto complete. Each participant will receive a packet 
containing five numerically coded instruments and anumbertwo pencil in a manilla 
envelope. After completion ofthe instruments,students will replace them in the manilla 
envelope and then place this envelope in abox asthey leave. 

Each student will receive written explanation ofthe study(See Appendix H), 
pmposeofthe study,the methods used to maintain student confidentiality,the activities 
and time required to complete the instruments,the risks and benefits ofparticipation,and 
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the nameofthe investigator with telephone number wherethe studentscan contactthe 
investigator. Students will be assured thatthere will be no penalty for refusalto 
participate in the study and thatthey have the rightto refuse to participate orto withdraw 
from the study withoutanyimpactto themselves orto their educational status. None of 
their instructors will betold oftheir participation or nonparticipation,nor will they see 
the raw data. To assure student confidentiality,consentto participate is the completion of 
the instruments. Noname will be attached to any data. Only identification numbers will 
be assigned to the instruments.Tofurtherinsure confidentiality,the instruments will be 
stored in alocked file cabinetin the researcher's home and only the investigator and her 
majorfaculty professor will review and score theraw data. All data will be published 
only in aggregateform. 

Risk from participating in this study is minimal. Participants may benefitfrom 
reflecting on and responding to the research instruments. In addition,students' 
participation would be ofbenefitin the future forthe preparation ofnurses and may 
contribute to curriculum developmentand to the developmentofnursing education 
theories. 

Data will be analyzed by the principal investigatoron anIBM-compatible586 
personalcomputer. The Statistical Package forthe Social Sciences. Version 9.0for 
windows will be used to tabulate and analyze the data. The principal investigator ofthe 
study will code and enter the datainto the statistical program. 

4. CategoryforExemptResearch Per45CFR46 

The category for exemptresearch per45 CFR46is category two. This category 
states thatresearch involving die use ofeducational tests(cognitive,diagnostic,aptitude, 
achievement),survey procedures,interview procedures or observation ofpublic behavior 
is exemptunless information obtained is recorded in such amarmerthathuman subjects 
can be identified,directly orthrough identifiers linked to the subjects;and any disclosure 
ofthe human subjects'responses outside the research could reasonably place the subjects 
atrisk ofcriminal or civil liability or be damaging to the subjects'financial standing, 
employability,or reputation. 

Thisstudy meetsthis criteria as all participants'responses will be confidential 
with no names attached to any ofthe instruments and all data will be reported only in 
aggregateform. 

J. Certification: The research described herein is in compliance with45 CFR 
46.101(b)and presents subjects with no more than minimal risk as defined by applicable 
regulations. 

PrincipalInvestigator 
Name Signature Date 

StudentAdvisor 
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Name Signature Date 

Dept.Review 
Comm.Chair 

Name Signature Date 

APPROVED: 

Dept.Head 
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APPENDIXI 

WRITTENEXPLANATION OFSTUDYFORSTUDENTS 
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Dear Student, 

Myname is Barbara May. Iam a doctoral candidate atthe College ofNursing atthe University of 
Tennessee,Knoxville. Iam asking you to be a volunteer in myresearch. The purpose ofthe 
research is to investigate how baccalaureate nursing students leam best. Your participation in this 
study is importantto gain more information on how nursing students organize their experiences 
and leam. 

Ifyou decide to participate, you will be asked for background information about yourselfand to 
completefour pencil and paper assessments. Thesefour assessments will take about20to 30 
minutes to complete. 

Anyinformation that is obtained will be confidential and yourname will notbe required on any of 
the paper assessments. Information obtained will be reported only in aggregateform. Your 
decision whether or notto participate will notinfluence anycomse grades or yourfuture relations 
with your nursing program. Participation in this study is entirely volimtary. Ifyou do participate, 
you are free to withdraw your consentand to discontinue participation at anytime. Completion of 
the assessments will be your consentto participate. 

There are no discomforts or risks associated with participation. There will be no costto your 
program or yourself. Participation in the study may benefitfrom reflecting on and responding to 
the research assessments. In addition,participation maycontribute to curriculum developmentand 
to the developmentofnursing education theories. 

After completingthe personal information questionnaire and the otherfour assessments,replace 
them in the manilla envelope and place the manilla envelope in the box as you leave the room. 
You maykeepthe pencils ifyou wish to do so. 

The principle investigator is available to discuss your concerns and questions. Please contact: 
Barbara May,College ofNursing,University ofTennessee,Knoxville. Myphone number is(423) 
946-8194and mye-mail address is barbmay@utk.edu. 

Please consider participating in this importantresearch. Thank youfor your consideration on this 
invitation. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara A.May 

mailto:barbmay@utk.edu
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THEUNIVERSITYOFTENNESSEE 
KNOXVILLE 

i!oovSfc1!S:S3 
Knoxville,Tennea«3799M180 

(423)974-^151 
FAX(423)974-3569 

Barbaza May 
301 WoodlawnPike,Apt E-3 
Knoxville,TN 37920 

DearBarbara; 

This letter isto inform youthat your project Relationships Among Basic Empathy,Self-
Awareness,and Learning StylesofPre-Nursing Students Within King'sPersonal System,was 
approved bythe College ofNursing Human Subjects Committee. 

Please letnw know ofany changesto your project bycompleting aForm D. Best wishes on 
,your work. 

Sincerely, 

A\aJOhJtiUi.̂  
Maureen(jrodr,Ph.D.,R.N..F.A.A.N. 
Chair,College ofNursing Hmnan Subjects Committee 

MGijb 

Cfw/contVltnoiyl 
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APPENDIXK. 

TABLE A-2.CANONICALCORRELATION WITHOUTPSYCHOSOCIALFACTORS 



Table A-2.Canonical Correlation WithoutPsychosocial Factors 

Canonical Variate 

Variable Sets 1 

Setl 

BasicEmpathy 
HES .425* 
EETS .857* 

Set2 

SelfAwareness- Revised Private .538* 
Social Awareness- Revised Public .398* 
Learning Styles 

Activist .134 
Reflector -.171 
Theorist -.502* 
Pragmatist -.736* 

Canonical Correlation .432 

Variance Explained 18.6% 

*= =structure coefficients s.30 
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.913* 
-.529* 

.096 
-.433* 

.697* 
-.750* 
-.332* 
.091 

.349 

12.2% 
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